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NEW MEXICA
the membership by tomorrow's
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EN

MANY STATES
TO-MORRO-

W

CLOSES IN
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YORK

IN

FOR GOVERNOR

ETTS.

DEMOCRATS

DENT

IN MARYLAND.

SULZER

D.

C

Nov.

3.

Presi-

dent Wilson is looking forward to the
results of tomorrow's elections as a
prostimulus to the administration
gram on currency. In both New Jersey and Maryland the currency bill
and national issues have figured prom:.
NEW inently.

MASSACHUSARE

Interest throughout the state centers in the Struggle between Progressives and Democrats in Louisville.
Anxious About Results.

CONFI-

THAW BRIEF
IS FILED WITH
GOVERNOR TODAY
Concord, N. H., Nov. 3. The final
brief for Harry K. Thaw in connection with his efforts to resist extradito New
tion from New Hampshire,
York, was filed with Governor Felltpr

MJNOW

HIS FATE TO MORROW today.
The brief states that the requisition
is not in accordance with the rules of
New York, Nov. 3 New York City's the practice; that the laws of New
bitter mayoralty campaign entered on York were violated in obtaining the
its last day today. Closing speeches indictment, and that the requisition
of candidates will be made tonight and is not made in good faith.
tomorrow voters will decide whether
The activity of William Travers
Edward E. McCall, Tammany, or John Jerome in obtaining the indictment
Purroy Mitchel, the fusiau nominee, and his language at the hearings beshall be mayor.
fore Governor Felker are attacked.
William Sulzer, deposed governor, The brief says:
seeking to return to the assembly as
"The language used is bullyir; and
a Progressive, published today letters threatening and could be used for no
and telegrams purporting to show that other purpose than the silly thought
McCall offered to get Charles F. Mur- to intimidate your excellency."
phy, the Tammany leader, to stop the
Impeachment trial, provided Sulzer
would endorse McCall's candidacy for HEAD OF MORRIS
mayor and stop the inquiries looking
COMPANY IS
to the exposure of Tammany corrupDEAD AT CHICAGO
tion,
Four Candidates.
,
Boston, Mass., Nov. 3. The closing
Chicago, 111., Nov.
lay of the state campaign found each
president of Morris and company,
of the four leading candidates for gov- packers, died at his home here today,
ernor carrying his appeal to the voters after an illness of more than a year.
and predicting success at the polls Mr. Morris was born in Chicago 47
tomorrow.
years ago and was the eldest son of
Governor Eugene N. Koss, who is the late Nelson Morris, pioneer packseeking a fourth term as an independ- er. He suffered a nervous breakdown
ent, toured Cape Cod and spoke in about a year ago and was obliged to
twenty towns.
give up active business.
A noon meeting in Boston was adHis fortune is estimated at from
I.
dressed by Lieut. Governor David
$30,000,000 to $50,000,000.
Walsh, the Democratic gubernatorial
aspirant.
NEWSPAPER CHARACTERIZES
Mr. Walsh planned to address 28
TRIAL AS VAUDEVILLE.
meetings around the city tonight. The
Kiev, Russia, Nov. 3. "Vaudeville"
Progressives held 181 rallies in the is the term used to by the newspaper
state. The party candidates for Gov- Kievsky Milsyl, in referring to the
ernor, Charles S. Bird, addressed
the
testimony of father Pranaites,
meetings. Congressman priest from Turkestan, at the trial of
- Gardner,
the Republican Mendel Belliss for the alleged murder
"ike at Linn and of Andrew Yushinsky. It adds that
the priest has proved a "broken reed"
for the prosecution.

&

Nor-ris-

sev-fth- e

--

STREET CARS STILL TIED
Much

..

details of get-- .
UP BY STRIKE
row. Each side pin.
that It would win all the coi..
and also control the council.
IN
INDIANAPOLIS
0T A
Democrats Seem to Lead.
3
their
With
Nov.
LAST
WAS
CALLED
Md.,
STRIKE
WHERE
Baltimore,
party more united than it has been
FRIDAY
DEPUTIZED TO
MERCHANTS
for years, the Democratic leaders are
HELP KEEP DOWN DISORDER.
today practicing a sweeping victory at
tomorrow's election in 'Maryland.
Republican State Chairman Hanna
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 3. Street
would not give figures, but was sanguine that the result would show that car service, which has been tied up
bis party, which suffered most from since Friday night by the strike of
the Progressive defection had been the employes of the Indianapolis
Traction and Terminal company, was
solidly reunited.
not tresumed today. Crowds of strikIn New York State.
New York, Nov. 3. Republicans pre- ers and sympathizers flocked near the
The crowd
dicted today that they would regain Louisiana street barns.
control of the lower branch of the was orderly.
state legislature through tomorrow's
Bankers, merchants and professionelections. Their hopes are based on al men are to guard the streets toover the night In order to let the police devote
Democratic dissatisfaction
removal of Governor Sulzer and the their full time to the prevention of
fact that the Democratic leaders have destruction to street car property.
neglected the state situation In the Sheriff Portius served summons on
bitter fight to remain in command of 200 representative business men this
New York City.
morning, ordering them to report for
The Progressive party promises to guard duty as deputies later in the
play as important a part in the state day.
The summons stated that lawless
election as it did a year ago. To the
many
accompanied
by
big Progressive vote last year the Re- disorder,
publicans attributed the defeat of their breaches of the peace and destruction
of
in
the city and
of property prevailed
candidate for governor and the loss
that the municipal police have declarthe legislature.
ed themselves unable to cope with the
The Day Before In N. J.
Trenton, N. J., Nov. 3. The day be- situation. The men were called to aid
fore election in New Jersey found ev- the sheriff under the pain of arrest,
Clubs were used freely by the po-- l
erything quiet except for some charges
in the .larger lice when an attempt was made to run
of false registration
cars which stood on street corners
cities.
James F. Fielder, the Democratic into the barns.
on the
candidate for governor, and Edwin C.
Much talk was current
Stokes, the Republican nominee, made streets today that sympathetic strikes
a tour today of southern New Jersey, would be called by numerous trades
and Everett Colby, the Progressive and there was a report that the buildNo
candidate, made speeches in Eliza- ing trades might call a strike.
beth and other parts of Union county. such action had been taken up to noon,
Ask Removal of Judge.
however.
New York, Nov. 3. The summary
Most of the factories were short
suremoval of John R. Vorheeo, as
handed, owing to the inability of em
perintendent of election, a Democrat, ployes to reach their places of busiis asked in a letter addressed to Gov ness. The automobile and truck
ernor Glynn, by Francis S. Bird, chair-mat- ) transfer systems that have sprung into
of the National Progressive party life since the calling of the strike
oi New York county; L. J. O'Reilly, could handle only a small proportion
chairman of the campaign committee of the people.
Few women were on the streets.
cf the Independence leflRi and Clemen J. iDriscoll, president of the Vo- ' Robert I. Todd, president, and John
of the
J. Mahoney, superintendent
ters' league.
The letter charges Voorhees with street car company, and Chief of Pofailure to Investigate violations of the lice Hyland, were attacked by a crowd
election law, with permitting his of- of strikers and sympathizers this
fice to be used for partisan purposes afternoon, but were not seriously inand with "general incompetency and jured. The mob threw missies, striking the officials several times.
inefficiency."
It alleges that he appointed as
SECRETARY BRYAN 8IGNS
'deputy superintendents, men totally
FOURTH PEACE TREATY.
unfitted and of bad reputation," some
Washington, D. C, Nov. 3. Secreof whom he equipped with revolvers
nnd permitted "to suppress and inti- tary Bryan and Minister Membrano,
of Honduras, today signed a treaty
midate electors."
embodying President Wilson's peace
Progressives Have Chance.
plan, announced by Mr. Bryan early
3.
Nov.
With
the
HonKy
Louisville,
in the present administration.
Proa
few
that
possible exception
duras Is the fourth nation to conclude
gressives may succeed Republican such a treaty with the United States.
members of the Kentucky assembly, The others are Salvador, Panama and
no change generally are anticipated in Gantemala." '
NING

.

yesterday on the special train that
brought General Francisco Castro and
that Terrazaa was detained in Juarez.
Some members of his family came to
El Paso last night hiiiF are still here.
They decline to talk.
General Castro took command of
the Juarez garrison last night. Simultaneously, Guillermo Cruz, mayor of
Juarez, came to El Paso for some rea-- '
son and today General Castro an
nounced Luis Comaduran as the new
mayor.
Two hundred and fifty
BY THE GOVSITUATION IN SOUTHERN REPUBLIC
were sent from Juarez to Chi- ARGUMENTS STARTED
huahua today. The federals still hold
SUBJECT FOR MUCH CONSIDERAERNMENT TODAY IN ST. PAUL
the city of Chihuahua, according to
THE CONSTITUTIONALISTS official advices in Juarez.
CASE
IN
TION.
DISSOLUTION
THE

PRESIDENT IS
STORM CENTER
IN SENATE

elec-

tion.
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HARVESTER

TIME

TRUST

Washington, D. C, Nov. 3. Senator
Martine critioised Senator Cummins
today for some of the latter's speeches in New Jersey in which Mr. Cummins was quoted as having said there
was no moral
difference between
Iluerta and the man in the White
House" and having assailed "big stick
CHASE TELLS
SO
methods in connection with the tariff
COAL FIELD STRIKERS bill."
COLORADO
characterized the refer.Martine
THAT ALL WEAPONS MUST BE ence "absurd, ridiculous and ungenerous."
HE
THE
SEND MESSENGER TO WASHINGINTERNATIONAL
AGAINST
SURRENDERED TODAY OR
Mr. Cummins declared he had not
MISSING
WITNESS
Wilson in such a
President
discussed
LIND IS HEARO FROM.
TON.
HARVESTER COMPANY.
WILL SEARCH CAMP.
vein.
IN NEW YORK
"1 spoke of the office, not of the
INVESTIGATION
man," he said. "I did severely critiEFFECTIVE DISSOLUTION
is
NO SETTLEMENT OF
cize the tendency of the executive to
override the legislative branch of the
New York, N. Y., Nov. :i. Eugene
bacon IX
IS ASKED BY PROSECUTOR
STRIKE IN SIGHT YET government.
discussed,
Wood, the politician sought by His"Does the senator mean to repeat
triet Attorney Whitman as a witness
his comparison between Huerta and
St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 3. Edwin P.
Reports; today at the John Doe investigation
Washington, D. C, Nov.
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 3. Continued President Wilson?" demanded Senator
from John Lind, President Wilson's
of Tammany corrup-iio- Grosvpuor, special assistant to Attor
the
into
charges
activity by union leaders In an effort Martine.
in Mexico,
ney Gi neral Mclteynolds, in opeuing
"Of course I did uot say that." re- personal representative
to collect all arms and ammunition,
made by John A. Mennessy, could final arguments for dissolution of the
concerning his recent conference in
Cummins.
Senator
turned
with the Russian, German not be found this afternoon, blends International Harvester company, beeither concealed or in possession of
Vera
will say again, land Cruz,
"But. 1 did say and
Norwegian ministers to Mexico, said he was out of town. Hennessy, fore the United States district court
the strikers, or an immediate order to that I would
soon
as
have
my
just
in here, asked for dissolution in such
to President
surround and search the tents at Lud- will as a member of congress over- conveyed the impression was no dis- chief campaigner against Tammany
Wilson today that, there
the municipal campaign, testified last manner as to prevent, effectively a
indelivered
as
come
soldiers
by
armed
by any
low was the ultimatum
by
position on the part of these dipl- week that it was Wood who gave possibility of two or more of the dis
There is omats to
fluenc.e from the executive
with the United I'im most of the material for his integrated parts coming into ownerAdjutant General John Chase to John no
difference,
States in lending their support to the charges,
R
Lawson this morning. General
ship of companies having common
deSenators Owen and Williams
It was stockholders.
In the absence of Wood
Chase visited Ludlow early today and fended the president, the former de- plans of the Washington government
for solving the situation.
Mr. Grosveuor declared that the Inthought that W. W. McLaughlin, Jr.,
Conferred with Lawson. The latter claring that he occupied the White
No announcement was made here would be called as a v. Itness. Young ternational Harvester company is of
turned over a few guns and stated House Willi "more modesty than was today as to any further policy.
McLaughlin recently made affidavit itself a combination in restraint of
that he was experiencing much diffi- usual."
Administration officials did take oc- that his father, an
Inspecto, trade in harvesting implements, and a
it
surto
declared
that
Williams
Senator
miners
the
culty in inducing
casion, however, to say that publislw lent $21,000 to Edward E. McCall, monopoly, and as such, proper safeto
was
"slander
and
say
calumny"
interrender the weapons.
ed stories forecasting armed
Tammany candidate for Mayor, about guards should be made by the courts
' No
prospect of a speedy settlement that the president had used patron- vention were not justified at this time, the time of McCall's nomination for to prevent, a possible
chalColoand
influence
to
legislation
age
of the coal strike in the southern
that there was nothing in the situation the state supreme bench in 1102.
of Btich monopoly, after dissolution,
rado fields exists at present in the lenged any senator to prove that so far as the Washington administraby the method of interlocking direc
internacharge.
tion was coucerned to warrant such an
opinion' of Frank J. Hayes,
torates. Mr. Grosvenor pointed out
tional vice president of the United
COMMISSION
assumption.
how the supreme court had applied
Mine Workers of America who has WARDEN OF CALIFORNIA
The arrival of Roberto V. Pesquiera,
the standard or "rule of reason" in
GOVERNMENT
PENITENTIARY RESIGNS an emissary from General Carranza,
just returned to the district, from
nine cases decided since the court esDenver.
IS SUSTAINED tablished the rule in the standard oil
San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 3. John the constitutionalist chief, raised the
Hayes denied the report that many E. Hoyle, warden of San Qiieiitin peni- - question of whether the Washington
and tobacco decisions, holding every
to
go
are
would
receive
representapreparing
of the strikers
tpntitirv fnv the Inst si VPflPH. ami nlie government
S.
The state combination Mnlawful that smothers
Colo.. Nov.
Denver,
u.
me
unuer
constitutionalists.
uiuitn.uuu
back to work
,of ,he mogt wi(eIy known prison re- tions from the
court today upheld th com- competition and monopolizes trade.
President Wilson made it clear to supremo
the state militia. He also scouted tlie form leaders in Hie country, Intendti to
Opposing counsel entered the Unitof government in Denmission
form
mine
of
that
numbers
rumors that large
resign immediately, according to a those with whom he conferred,
ver. Tn effect the court hold th:it when ed States district court here today for
killed
re
not
beeu
could
statement published here today. Hoyle officially the government
guards and strikers have
the state assembly approved the Rush the final struggle in the government's
during recent clashes and that the views the recent action of the majority ceive any formal representations, but bill, granting charter government to suit to dissolve the International Harinforin
the
viobodies have either been left
of the board of prison directors in pas- that in some way or other, the
1lio city of Denver, it gave unlimited vester company, as a monopoly in
hills or burled secretly. An investi- sing a resolution censuring E. W. El- mation which the constitutionalists delation of the Sherman law.
local
of
matters
in
government,
power
to
lis, captain of the prison guard, in con- sire to lay before the American gov- that the people had the right
gation of the report that the coal
According to an announcement
imnection with an investigation of the ernment would be received.
companies are evading the law by
a charter made this morning, after the certifieither
the
by
amend
charter
In that connection it became known
porting men, giving them a few hours conduct of two prison employes, as
convention or initiated amendment as cate nnd report of special examiner
work at the Pueblo steel mills and criticism of bis administration of ibe that the constitutionalists at the re- was done and that the initiated amend- Hobert S. Taylor has been returned to
cent conference of the chiefs, decided
then sending them to the mines, is be- prison.
the court, counsel for the government
ment Is legal.
not to ask for recognition of belligering made he said:
before the supreme will occupy the entire day and possiAs brought
no
be
there
that
to
in
but
of
rifles
request
possession
ency,
"The number
of vot bly a portion of tomorrow's session In
States court, the preferential system
11
sus- the presentation
of the strikers," he said, "has been ANTI-TRUS- T
of arguments.
LAWS MUST interference from the Unitedsituation
court
The
attacked.
was
also
ing
in their efforts to solve the
was indicated that the brief and argugreatly overstated. I am not prepartained this system ot voting.
want
constitutionalists
been
The
arms.
ed to say what disposition has
by
ment of the defcpsff anight, take even
the embargo on arms removed so that
WAIT FOR it WHILE
made of them." Another effort to
longer.
on
an
be
the
of
supplied
factions
may
all
BY Attorney General James C. McRey-noldpeacefully secure the arms
COMMENT CAUSED
equal footing. The president has been
strikers at Ludlow will be made and,
Edwin P. Grosvenor, special asthe
remove
to
embargo.
if they are not turned over, Adjutant PRESIDENT WILSON INSISTS THAT CON- petitioned
sistant to the attorney general, and
the
is
that
here
will
The understanding
General Chase announces that he
LONG ABSENCE
Joseph II. Darling special agent of
CURRENCY three diplomats at Vera Cruz sought,
GRESS MUST NOT LEAVE
take such steps as seem necessary.
the department, of justice, were in the
Lind.
the conference with Mr,
Detachments of militia are at LudIT IS PASSED, HE'LL
BILL
city to represent the government, he
the
It was made plain today that
low and many of the coal camps in the
will not soon return SIR CECIL SPRING RICE, BRITISH AM- - Harvester company had a formidable
reOTHER MATTER.
were
CONSIDER
envoy
no
disorders
president's
and
districts,
r array of counsel including Judge Wm.
to the United States as has been report during the night.
BAiSAUUK
MIK ALL JUrflMtK lit rj, McHugh, of Omaha, Frank B. Kel- the
for
counsel
ported.
Horace Hawkins,
Piesi-nen- l
Paul- Edsar A- Bancroft.
. of stABSENCE CAUSES
Washington, D. C Nov.
SAYS, BUT HIS
Secretary Bryan had not received
United Mine Workers of America,
not
P'
he
said
woull
John
Wilson
Interwi,son'
of
IT.
A.
today
the
phl"P A' Post- Victor
from
that,
Tupper,
today
when asked regarding the report
MUCH TALK.
t
A. Remy and W. M. Stilwell, the last
for
recommendation
launch
any
Peace
national
Forum,
representations
he had advised the strikers that they
five being from Chicago.
until the currency bill in behalf of the constitutionalists,
were not obliged to obey the order of was legislation
"Cyrus H. McCormlck," Mr. Grosve-is- h
Brit- The
passed and that it would he his which he has agreed to consider unoffiBoston, Mass., Nov.
the militia to turn over their arms,
said wen to New York in the
the cially. At the state department toaim
keep the currency
ambassador, Sir Cecil Spring Rice '.or
since martial law had not been pro- center of
of 11)02 to consult some of the
attention. He made it plain,
was said that. Dr. Tapper had and Sir William Hyrrell, one of
claimed, Mr. Hawkins issued the fol- nowever, that he had some definite day it
lawyers to sea whether a com-h- e
no offlciHl status and that Secretary
Edward
Sir
of
Grey
secretaries
statement:
private
lowing signed
of the harvesting manufactur- id. as on the trust question which he Bryan, in receiving any communicaBritish minister of foreign affairs, ib.nat.on
"I have at no time advised, directly
had already discussed with Chairman tion, does so in an unofficial capa- who are.
a few days, jers could be made, legally."
here
stopping
or indirectly, that the strikers are not Newlands
e
He saw William Nelson Cromwell,
of the senate interstate
city.
took occasion today to deny that, there
to deliver their arms to the militia. I
enroute to was
and Chairman Clay-ijcommittee,
Nebraska,
The
battleship
tne
in
In
the
obstacles
significance
am not. throwing any
Cromwell said there was nothing to
of the house judiciary coimn.lee, Mexican waters with three other ves"', political
extended
stay ot the ambassador at
way of Governor Ammous."
a mini kp nfr i s nuninpnn nnnas well as Attorney General McRey-nold- s sels of the third division of the At .his summer home at Dublin, N. H. bir
No Disorder.
another buying it. They seized on this
were thinking along lantic fleet, was ordered today to
all
that
and
In
this
was
he
denied
that
3.
No disorder
William
Denver, Colo., Nov.
idea and sought to give the combinathe same lines.
Tampico to join the New Hampshire. country on a diplomatic mission
was the report received today by Gov.
to
artued
tion
the appearance of being separata,
"The
been
program
has
other
the
none
As
of
ships
recov
The ambassador has not fully
Amnions today from the southern Col- the teeth." is the way those close
ordered home that will leave two bat- ered from ths illness that attacked sales of property.
orado strike zone. The governor re- to President
"These sales they made to a 'dumWilson describe his tleships at Tampico and five at. Vera
him last summer and at the request
ceived a telephone from General John
my' named W. C. Lane, president of
plans.
Cruz.
ovturned
of
inquirers
bis
physicians
Chase at 1 o'clock today to the effect
the Standard Trust company, who im
The president, they say, intends to
Hamm at Durango reports er to his companion.
that disarmament was proceeding get behind whatever measure the theConsul
mediately conveyed all the property to
constitutionalists in complete connot
been
has
ambassador
and
that
"The
at
Walsenburg
satlsfactrily
the new corporation. All the manu- chairmen of the two congressional
of his district.
""
a considerable number of rifles and re- committees will work out in consulta- trol
gravely ill," said Sir William
met and signed the preHmto
facturers
A declaration that the policy of the
.
no
has ne any cnroniu uouu..-volvers had been turned over today tion with administration officials.
arv papors ln Pau, p. Cravath's office
in the Mexican situaadministration
attack
bilious
a
tent
Ludlow
weakened
the
by
at
greatly
() WaJ, 8treet
by the strikers
President Wilson let it be known tion would "meet the approval of the
Juy 28 1902
late in the summer but his physicians
colony. It was said the strike leaders that he is opposed to the senate bank American
The witness gwift testified that
American
and
the
congress
now
is
condition
his
are satisfied that
had assured General Chase that they ing committee currency amendmeut,
jS((!tson had devised the plan of having
people" was made in the senate to
would continue their efforts to aid him
antes tnrough the 'dummy' Lane on the
for four regional reserve day by Chairman Bacon of the foreign much improved.
providing
to
Washing- 1(,rolmd that tn!s wag the best method
"He expects to return
in getting these. This attitude was hnnkM instead of twelve as in the
committee.
relations
and
week
ton during the course of Ihe
taken when it became known that houge currency bm.
law."
0 evadjng the
Senator Bacon while speaking of a
deal with any
Governor Amnions remained firm in
With work on the currency bill tem- letter read into the record by Senator will no doubt be able to
of the Mexican trouble, which
to disarm both
his determination
porarily halted, a number of confer- Bristow, who said he had received it phase
at the present time is in the hands of THE DAY IN CONGRESS
strikers and guards with the least ences among senators, and at the from
30 years standing"
friend
of
"a
Sir Edward Grey anil Ambassador
delay and interruption to business.
white house today discussed the pos- in Mexico.
Senate.
Page.
Reports to the governor's office sibility of calling a Democratic caucus
United
that
the
writer
The
urged
from Routt county were to the effect to take the measure out of the hands
London, Nov. 3. Many reports, all
Met at noon.
Mexoff
and
allow
hands
States keep
of them denied by the foreign office,
that none of the miners responded to of the committee. The committee is ican
Banking committee in adjournment
factions to fight out their dif- are In circulation
as a result of to Wednesday.
the whistle call this morning. Last divided over several propositions in
today
ferences, condemned the neutrality the publication in the Times this
week the operators of four mines in the house bill, which the administraAdjournment at 2:22 until noon
of
which keeps "thousands
of a letter Bigned "British ex- Thursday.
that county announced that they tion is firmly supporting, and on sev- policy
morning
borAmerican soldiers on the Mexican
to
would resume operations today. No eral occasions, combinations of a few
ile, New York," calling attention
Senator Reed's bill to make natural
der, and declared that if the United
trouble was reported.
Democrats with the Republicans, de- States intervened by military force it the comment aroused in the United gas pipe lines common carriers pass- of
States by the continued absence
Advices from Louisville in north- feated administration proposals. Afed and sent to the house.
would mean "only conquest and the
the British ambassador, Sir Cecil
ern Colorado today stated that a ter Chairman Owen of the committee
House.
Mexican territory, by
of
acquisition
Spring-Ricfrom Washington (luring
clash occurred shortly after midnight returned from the white house to the
yot jn session, meets Wednesday.
of thousands of lives and hunloss
the
the Mexican crisis.
between strikers and strikebreakers jcapltol today, he talked with Senators
dreds of millions of money."
In some quarters it has even been BURUNGT0N ROAD AND
ilCern, Simmons, and other Democratic
at the New Monarch mine No. 2.
I can assure the senate,"
think
"I
is con-- ,
In an exchange of shots lasting Jieaders about a plan to call a caucus
EMPLOYES ARBITRATE,
is suggested that the government
"that
Senator
said
Bacon,
nothing
the appointment of a succesabout twenty minutes Mike Piera, jfor Thursday or Friday.
siderlng
farther from the thoughts of the peo- sorwho was in the mine bunk house, was
Chicago, 111., Nov. 3. The arbitraple or the officials of the United States
no
in
the
to
slightly wounded. There are
are
sit
controversy
who
tors
of
or
HEARS ABOUT
PRESIDENT
than the conquest
acquisition
MRS. HENNING BETTER
troops iu the northern Colorado Gelds.
between the Ohtcaeo. Burlington and
CALUMET STRIKE. Mexican territory.
AND AGAIN ON STAND
The mine at Leyden, Colo., contincome
when
Qujney ,.aiir0ad company, and its connot
has
time
"The
yet
3
Nov.
RepreD.
threatened
C,
ued operations today, tke
Washington,
met
there
trainmen
and
today.
ductors
discussmatter may be properly
sentative McDonald, of Michigan, talk- this
Chicago. Nov. 3. Frank Slavin. for- strike failing to materialize.
The government arbitrators are
but the time is not far distant mer bell
ed with President Wilson today on ed,
boy, was kept busy with Hpnry s Boutel, and Garrett J.
it. I can give
discuSB
we
must
when
in
the
on
cross
the copper
examinations
conditions
PREFERENCE CHARGED
attending
The ralIroad u represented by
n)an
assurance that the matter is hav- Donahoe-Stlefe- l
IN COLLAPSE OF POOL. miners' strike in the Calumet region. the
trial today.
Fairfax Harrison and Patrick H. Mor- conscientious
and
careful
most
the
ing
someMcDonald told the president
Replylng to questions, Slavin denied jriggev an(, tn(J trammen by B. p. Cm
consideration and whatever may be
, WBrririln. Thirtv-flv- e
Washington, D. C, Nov. 3. Echoes thing should be done, either through done will meet the approval of the that he had told Attorney Simonton.i..
of the defense, that he had seen Mrs. qu;stions
not
of the collapse of the Hocking pool, executive action or legislation,
regardillg wages and work- American
the
and
American
congress
UU11U1 mill
uii in
iiciiiilUB 'U lue
which mined several brokerage firms only to adjust the strike, but to preconditions are involved.
saloons. He never had seen her and ing
in 1910, were heard in the supreme vent future strikes which involve the people."
i!
Held Prisoner.
Terrazas
Olnrpnrn S Pnrtlr tnperhor Ho had
court today, when It was held that un- prosperity of an immense Industry.
DISCLOSURES
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 3. General Luis seen Mrs. Henning in the neighbor- - 'STILWELL
President Wilson expressed deep indue preference had teen given to the
WILL BEGIN NEXT WEEK.
in Mexico, bood where she lived, and was familman
wealthiest
afTerrazas,
federal
The
in
in
the
terest
National City bank
subject.
settling the
Mexican iar with the appearance
of Funk,
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 3 A thorough
fairs ct Lathrop, Haskins & Com- mediation board. It was agreed, could is reported a prisoner of the
of the disclosures resultseen
whom
in
in
had
hotels.
Juarez.
he
authorities
federal
investigation
limiof
pany. It was held that in the failure not take up the strike because
Mrs. Henning, who was taken ill ing from the attempts of former SenMilitary officials in Juarez deny
cf J. M. Fiske & Company on the tations of ita work,- but the president
to obtain a pardon will
same day, the Mechanics and Metals expressed the hope that some plan knowledge of his presence, but the several days ago, took the witness ator Stilwell
rumor, is persistent that General Ter- stand at the afternoon session and be begun next week, by State AttorNational bank, also received a for- soon might be adopted to meet the
ney General Carmody.
razas and members of his family came cross examination was resumed.
bidden preference.
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INDIGESTION
ENDED,
STOMACH FEELS FINE

it

Time "Pape's Diapepsin!" In Five
Minutes All Sourness, Gas, Heartburn and Dyspepsia is Gone.

THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,

OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
P1M1ENTOES,
RED
SWEET
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

INT

E R GROCERY

UNDERWOOD

L.

Sour, gassy, upset stomach, indigestion, heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
food you eat ferments into gases and
stubborn lumps; your head aches and
you feel sick and miserable, that's
vhen you realize the magic in Pape's
Diapepsin. It makes all stomach misery vanish in five minutes.
If vour stomach is in a continuous
l revolt
if you can't get it regulated,
please, for your sake, try Pape s Diapepsin. It's so needless to have a
bad stomach make your next meal a
favorite food meal, (hen take a little
s
Diapepsin. There will not be any
eat without fear. It's because
Pape's Diapepsin "really does" regu-lrtstomachs that
weak,
gives it its millions of sales annually.
case of Pape's
t
Get a large
Diapepsin from any drug store. It is
the quickest, surest stomach relief and
cure known. It acts almost like magic
it Is a scientific, harmless and pleasant stomach preparation which truly
belongs in every home.

co. I!

HAS A Uslv Sores

You Marvel How Worst Skin
Eruptions Disappear as Result
of Famous Remedy

HOBSON IS SHOWING MORE STRENGTH
THAN WAS
ARE

EVEN-

CONTEST-EXPLANA-

EXPECTED AND ODDS

-IT

TIONS

WILL

BE A

PHONE 40.

goal

a"oolrel

.

per
$2.50 "44 "
. . $ .05
lb.

.

.

.

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

I
1

$ .03

"

(PI QC

0PP

yl'w

PHONE 19 "W

WILL

"
ruf
tWl,
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BE DEMANDED.

(By C.ilson Gardner.)
Moblie, Ala., Nov. 3. Even with the
administration's backing, OBcar W.
Underwood will have a hard fight to
be elected United States senator. Representative Richmond P. Hobson may

i

fifty-cen-

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Meat,

Oyster Shells
.
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

LONG

Tf von ohotild meet anyone varnishing a
beat him. At present the odds are s ire with a greasy ointment, your best advice would be to quit sueli things ana
about even.
iii tend to the blood.
At first, Underwood appeared to
light any blood trouble,
To successfully
removal
it.
The
best
of
the
have all
sme eruptive skin disease call It eczema,
or scrofula get
malaria
Bolidified
uis
psoriasis,
race
of Clayton from the
s.
mr blood under the influence or .
the standpat forces and the open sup- it is one of those rare medical forces which
of
same
degree
the
with
blood
In
the
the
art
port of President Wilson gave
that is found In all natural ten-Underwood boom a strong initial im- urtalnty
ucles. The manner In which It dominates
transference
petus. Hobson's attack in the house awl controls the mysterious
blood, for the
f rich, red, pure arterial
checked the Underwood book. His ilk".ised
blood Is marvelous.
venous
chame that Underwood is a Wall
Out through every skin pore acids, germu
other blood impurities are forcea In
street tool and a tool of the liquor iu-- I find form
BIG ROAD RACE
of Invisible vapor; the bowels,
has made a strong impression, the
PHONE 85 MAIN.
bladder and all emunctorles of the
kidneys,
ON TOMORROW
districts.
into a fighting force
rural
in
marshalled
the
body are
particularly
disease.
An indication of the way sentiment to expel every vestigea of eruptive
COURT ADJOURNS
community anywhere
There Is scarcely
divides appears from the fact that all t.... .imf haa Ha llvlni? cxanmlc of the
cnrntlve effects of 8. S. 8. Get
nanerB of the
l.ut two nf Hit! dailv
FACTORY WOOD
, i
an
.
fnninna
i.li.
SWASTIKA LUMP
ffmp1v
-..i,nfln nf
Deming, N. M., Nov. 3. District state are for Underwooo,
wnu
wmie
writ6
SAWED WOOD
court was finished entirely by SaturCERRILLOS LUMP
210
Swift
Bldg.,
Co.,
i"
Swift
to
Specific
the
almost
"""'J
eyuai uimuiimij
day night. The petit jury was disCORD WOOD
(.a.
STEAM COAL
pers are for Hobson. ThiB is due to Atlanta,
Do not permit anyone to talk yon Into
charged Friday and there are but few the
in Alabama some
line
the
up
SIZES.
that
ALL
fact
useless compound they put up as a
ANTHRACITE COAL,
cases to be heard in chambers. Judge
substitute for 8. 8. 8. No honest druggist
the liquor and the
Neblitt Friday morning pronounced w between
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
The liquor Interests will do this.
interests.
had
who
six
sentence upon
parties
In the cities, while the
either plead guilty or been convicted, are strong
are mostly prohibition.
districts
rural
Sheriff
to
BLANCHE BATES A MOTHER.
turning over five of them
Underwood's candidacy Is supported
Stephenson, who will take them to
is fed
which
machine,
the
political
by
One
at Santa Fe.
the penitentiary
New York., Nov. 3.- -A "perfect
Hobson is the
DENVER & RIO GRANDE RAILROAD CO.
criminal case held the jury out all by the liquor interests.
of a girl baby, weight ten pounds,
which
der"
of
the
organizations
night, and as there was no decision
MISSOURI-PACIF- IC
RAILWAY
and
reached by morning Judge Neblitt dis have fought the liquor Interests cam wa8 j,01.n t0 Blanche Bates, the actress,
machine. Hobson's
othenvise jire. George Creel, in her
ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN CO,
charged the jury. The plea of district the political
is strengthened also by the fact ;couutry home on the old Bailey Farm
on
behalf
R.
Waddill
paign
James
attorney,
WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY IU.;
.
at 0ssinjng
of the state in this case where the de- that he is a Deuer rougn-aufendant was charged with a statutory stumper than his opponent, unaei-Although there was some uneasiness
not
;b
crime was one of the most notable wood Is a bit dignified. He does
jyjrSi Creel wa8 ln a runaway
ever delivered in the court room. The get out and mix as well as "ooson. accident only a few weeks ago, moth.
SHORTEST LINE TO
defense was very ably represented by Hnbson has had the Chautauqua train er and child are doing well.
a long ieau.
Attorney R. F. Hamilton. Court pro ing and will start witn
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
ceedings were expedited at all times owing to his Chautauqua acquaint- SUCCESSFUL ROOT AND HERB
by the methodical work of Judge Colin. ance.
Where Direct Connections are Made
REMEDY.
El Neblitt who has made himself a great Both candidates have been in Hi's
The study of roots and herbs, their
favorite in this county. There will be city during the last few days. Under- character and power over disease,
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS
an adjourned session of the court the wood was prominent around the
was what led Lydia E. Pinkham of
while Hobson was at the Lynn, Mass., to produce for woman s
in November.
fourth
Monday
EAST
hotel,
THE
TO
TRAVELERS
Everything is in readiness for the Battle house. Whenever Underwood ills the most successful remedy tne
road race tomorrow anneared ln the Cawthon's wineroom wnrld has- ever known, and while she
El
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-claDr. R. C. Hoffman, chairman of the ana restaurant he was wildly cheered. passed to her reward some years ago,
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
county road board and also one of the and whenevr Hobson appeared in the her work among suffering women is
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
checkers in the road race at Deming, rotunda of the Battle house ne was still carried on by trained assistants
on the center of a cheering group. So the anA manv tons of roots and nems
is putting the finishing touches
Coast
To Salt Lake City and Pacific
the road here and there so that every- campaign is on, even to the howling are consumed annually in the manu
Points Denver & Kio uranae-ii- )
facture of the now famous Lydia fc.
thing will be in good condition. The stage.
THROUGH
racers will enter the city at the union
it will lip a lone campaign. The Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, as
l awiivi"."" j -- - bcemc
nicru D.:f:Ds;iww.ThRovaI
freight house on the north, will pass primaries will not be held until next originated by her.
Gorge-FeathRiver Route, acknowledged to be the
up Goia avenue to Pine street, thence spring, the regular time for holding
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
west nine blocks to the borderland. primaries for members or congress.
Ail tnrnlne noints will
be aouroxi- Althoug this the first election held for
AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON
FOR INFORMATION
mately marked by flags understood by senatorial nominations under the new
uem-iiithe drivers. No car will stop in
constitutional amendment, the politi-havpvrent to obtain the signature of
decided not to ask
the driver or mechanic and to be prop- the governor to call an extra session
erly checked.
of the legislature or hold a special
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe.'N. M.
Miss Edna Hammel of Socorro, was election on account of tlie consiaei-abl- e
THE SANITARY
the guest of Miss Josie Gooding last
expense involved. This brings in
week.
Underan added complication. Both
SHORTOBDERRESTflURHHT
Frank Monser returned from Mis- wood and Hobson must retire as canhe
where
souri Thursday evening,
to the house
didates for
has been spending a month, and re- if they are to run as candidates for
Nlinrht R
from
of
people
ports that a number
the senate. So whichever one loses in
durwill
be here
the "show me" state
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
J. CRICHTON,
C. L. POLLARD,
the senate race will lose out altoL. A. HUGHES,
ing the month of November.
The administration is already
gether.
&
Treasurer.
Manager
President.
J. W. Dyniond and his bride,
Secretary.
A. Mitchell Palmer, of PennSpecial Dinner Parties.
Miss Julia Porter, returned grooming for majority leader in the
sylvania,
from their eastern honeymoon Thurs- house
1
succeeding Underwood, whether
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
day evening, and are going to house- he goes to the senate or out of the
MEXICO.
NEW
f
SANTA FE,
keeping in the Rutherford home house.
where they are receiving congratulaIn this campaign Underwood will
tions of their many friends.
to explain to the people of AlaGeo. A. Watkins and wife have a have
he opposes popular governfine boy, just arrived. Mr. and Mrs. bama why
uuruip
the initiative, refement,
particulrly
a
R.
W.
Howard
have
baby daughter
(INCORPORATED)
and direct pri- rOTuiAjmnjuinnnnArinnnj
recall
and
rendum
son.
wife
a
and
and Charles West
is against the recall
The Mimbres Valley Farmers asso- - maries; why he
'
of iudces: why he opposes woman's
BCBAI3Q,TJT-E!K'- S
suffrage; why ha voteB for special
w,womw 1 s nn. whi...h
'
.
".
,
..'
favorable to the water
., WlatnHnn
mat
desired
Uon
is
it
specially
wh he ha8 heiped to
trwt
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
at
be
in Luna county
present
eight-hou- r
legislation; and par.
feat
much
will
be
this meeting as there
stands so nign in
he
why
ticularly,
business of importance to transact
Buildbooks of the National Assothe
good
Roofing
Shingles, Cement,
ciation of Manufacturers, as revealed
inYEARS
BEGGED
of
by Mulhall and others in the lobby
Every
ing
vestigations.
MADE GOOD MONEY
On the .other hand, Hobson's record
CANDIES
fotrhE
is straight on practically all these
blind
3,
The
Nov.
beggar,
Chicago,
points.
Rnlrt to be well to do, who has been
endorsement is
from
' The administration's
Get
and
State
South
at
STORAGE
grinding an organ
rather a handicap than
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND
proving
be
the
for
last twenty a
Van Buren streets
help for Underwood. These southyears, was arrested the other day. He ern states are keenly resentful of fedsome
time
ago.
had been warned away
Their traditional
eral interference.
gjSPYour Business Solicited."
The following prices on High
He was booked at the South Clark
doctrine has been car"states'
rights"
of
street police station on charges
are
very
Qrade Chocolates and other
ried to a point where they
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
vagrancy and begging.
::
on the subject
sensitive
Phone 100 and 35 W.
Fancy Candles show why
Friends appeared soon after and
On account of the negro population,
we should get your candy
signed bonds for the mendicant's apthe liquor campaigns in southern
pearance in court.
business:
more
much
are
Alabama
He gave the name of Michael Rocco, states like
25c lb.
in the north.
Chocolate Vanilla
said he was 47 years old and lived at strenuous than anywhere
25c lb.
very lately
Chocolate
been
Nougate
emphasized
This
has
to
the
street.
76
According
Ewing
Chocolate Walnut Tops.. 25c lb.
situation, where
nnlloo Rnco.o owns his home, several by the Maryland
25c lb.
for the
candidate
T.ee.
also
Chocolate
a
Raspberry
ninir
west
on
the
of
property
other pieces
25c lb.
Lemon
endorsed
and
by
Chocolate
Benate,
States
United
is
worth
side and
J25,0o.
25c lb.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
who went to Balti
Chocolate
Strawberry
J.
William
Bryan
in
small
When arrested he had $5.50
25c lb.
for
Chocolate
a
Orange
make
to
more
speech
special
.25c lb.
'The West Point of the Southwest.
......
change collected during the early
to
the
Chocolate
Elpam.
is
opposed
bitterly
him,
25c lb.
evening.
Chocolate Maple
interests, who are demanding
Ranked as "Distinguished
25c lb.
Cocoa Fruit Squares
hnw Hrvan can sauare His grapeuice
20c lb.
s
a
nut
Institution " by the U S. BEWARE OF OINTMENTS
of
Cocoa
endorsement
his
with
principles
17e ,b- FOR CATARRH THAT
Gum
Drop
in
candidate
Maryland.
War Department.
CONTAIN MERCURY liquor
17c lb.
Beans
Jelly
Located In the beautiful Peeoe
20c lb.
as mercury will surely destroy the LIONS SLEPT AS DESTINN SANG.
Home Made Taffy
Villey.,700reelboveelevel,
sense of smell and completely derange
Peanut Butter Kisses, the
Rnriln. Xov. 3. Emmy Destinn, tne
unshlne every day. Opes air
the whole system when entering it
two hemispheres,
of
biggest, selling confecwork throughout the entire sesfavorite
operatic
Such
20c lb.
through the mucous surfaces.
tion In town
Conditions for physical
sion.
in a cage con
opera
grand
sang
today
articles should never be used except taining fourteen lions. The aivas
and mental development are
jj
nn nnwrrlntlnns from reputable physi
as cannot be found
IDEALr-euWe are not offeilng you
effort was for a kinematoscope film
elsewhere in America. Fourcians, as the damage they will do is
was
2 cheap candies,
niano
but HIGH
erand
placed
The
all
Instructors,
teen officers and
ten fold to the good you can possibly in the
soon aB the prima 2 GRADE FRESH QOODS.and
as
and
Eaststandard
cage,
from
graduates
Hans uaiarrn
rieriva from them.
Ten buildings,
donna entered the lions, of whlcn tour
ern colleges.
(Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
at these prices for this week
were cubs, struck various attitudes
modern in every respect.
. nn
Tnipfln. o.. contains no mercury,
trainer.
female
a
of
the
under
eye
only.
Begsnti :
and is taken internally, acting directly
Then Mme Destinn sang tne aria
!
IMMIIMUmsUHMMtStlMMMMII
E. A. CAHOON, President.
upon the blood and mucous surfaces from "Mignon,".but the forest kings
In buying Hall's
J. B. RHEA,
system.
of
the
were quite unmoved by the prima
J. P. 'WHITE. Treasurer.
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the
JOHN W. PO, Beeretary.
ana donna's voice. Most of them, in fact,
taken
is
internally
It
genuine.
W. A. F1NLAY.
occasion to enjoy an after
made ln Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney took the
"TheQualityShop"
dinner nap.
r For particulars and Illustrated eat,
& Co., Testimonial free.
gne, address,
Sold by druggists. Price 75c per
PHONE 262.
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EGG
PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and
cwt.
$3.50

Quickly Banished

HARD FIGHT

NOVEMBER

MONDAY,

LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHElectricity plays a most Impor-tapart. The grandfather would
h.
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

.

IN

d

ODS,

nt

.

Wood

for father, mother and children. Qood light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to ba

(J

desired.

anti-liquo-

THE

Caw-tho-

ss

POWER
IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Inforday and night' Estimates and full
mation cheeerfully given.

n

Paso-Phoeni- x

SANTA FE W ATER & LIGHT CO.

LINE

er

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

j

?

e

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..

Majestic Cafe i
nA mis""
uay auu
upeil rt.

License Nnitbars,

FOR

Plaster,
Materials

AGENTS

and
Description.

.....

,

20

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

us and
them
sure they are right

to-b- e

NEW

MEXICO

Next Door to Postoff Ice.

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Bufrftiesand 5addlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of
104 DON

0A5PER

Telephone 9 W

ST.

ASK FOR TICKETS -- SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE

,

HALLOWEEN

Day or Night Phone, ISO Main.

.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

y--v

Lumber and Transfer Co.

6i-t7-

To El Paso, Bisbee,' Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

East
Best pitfttiii WHfl or
West
Route
The

0

d.i. .nI Full Information.

c--

EUGENE FOX,

G. F. & P.

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

anti-liqu-

Bon-Bon-

to Torrance thence.

Address

Agt., El Paso, Teias.

HENRY KRICKes
DISTRIBUTOR OF

BEER
LEMFS KEG andINBOTTLE
BOTTLES
BUDWEiSER

Pure Distilled
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from
Water.
Mineral
water. Afent for Manitou Spriof
Santa Fe, New Mex.
EDHnMR m J

ch

SS

ModernGroceryCo.

BARN
THE STAR
- - nnnnnlCTOD
.

W. A. WlLLIAittS,

rru.v.

GENERAL LIVERY

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE PONIES

TWO AND FOUI BOISE OUTFITS.

Phone 139. 310 Sam Francisco

Re-

P10MPT SEIV1CL

St

" CZAR'S

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER

IS CHARGING HORRIBLE

GOVERNMENT

' RITUAL

MURDER;

'

AGAINST POOR, LONE MENDEL BEILIS BUT AGAINST ALL SONS OF ISRAEL
WHO
GOLDEN WEISER,
SO SAYS CHIEF ATTORNEY ALEXANDER
GIVES MARY BOYLE O'REILLY EXCLUSIVE SIGNED STATEMENT
BOOKS OF THE
IN WHICH HE DECLARES THAT THE SACRED
JEWISH RACE HAVE BEN INDICTED BY RUSSIAN OFFICIALS!
(Editor's Note Mary Boyle O'lteil-lythe famous correspondent lor the
Dally New Mexican, now personally in
Russia to investigate Hie alleged atrocities against the Jews of the Czar's
domain, secured this authoritative article on the famous "ritual murder"
from Attorney Goldenweiser, chief
counsel for the defense. In It this
noted lawyer tells why he believes
even the Russian government cannot
convict Mendel Beilis of having "ritu-allmurdered" Andrusha Yustschin- -

,

through a hundred witnesses that the
child was slain by a chisel, or awl,
in the hands of thieves whose secrets
he had learned while playing with his
olimu Eugene. Eugene's mother was
the gang's receiver of stolen goods.
English medical experts of international reputation Charles Mereler, A.
J. Pepper, W. II. Wilcox have already declared the crime was committed by a person of unsound mind with
the means that happened to be at his
service.

D..-I-

e

Chris-tion-

-

.

ls;Q

ki;
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elected twice.
Now he's running for his fourth term
Boston, Mass. Nov. 3. The governor
without a party stood under the gilded -- which is sacnlige, aconung to
dome of the capitol on Beacon Hill, an sachusetts tradition.
He's running as an independent canimage of confident energy.
iiuibi.
I'm my own party," he said. "And, uioate, wiin no organization
in n whirlwind 10 days' campaign. And
for the first time in history, the state
lins fnur stronc candidates in the field.
"Now," said the governor, "don t
afsume that this jumping parties is
And
just a nervous habit of mine.
don't imagine that think I'm bigger
than all parties, even if am my own
manager, financial backer and press
agent.
"1 left the Republican party because
in this state it was dominated by a
corrupt machine, and because nationally it was blind to tariff Iniquities
and the value of reciprocity as an international principle of trade.
"I left the Democratic party this
year because the Democratic, organization of Massachusetts is corrupt and
hopeless and because, though I
ported President Wilson. I fear the re
suits of his tariff legislation and other
activities.
"My present campaign is directed
monopoly
against the transportation
that is throttling the industries of New
England.
"My record in behalf' of popular
government, election reform, prison reform, improved labor conditions and
other progressive principles speaks
for itself. The three other parties
are merely advocating things that t
have long stood for and largely aehiev-jed- .

already three times Democratic
Oavid

j

its
"The progressive party, with
dray loads of orators, scattering overttoston, each carrying his own soapbox, has borrowed nearly alt of my
GOVERNOR EUGENE FOSS.
platform. I alone have n clear-cu- t
issue.
my boy, I'lii going to win!"
"When last June I vetoed the rail"XVell." said the interviewer, "your road bill establishing the control of
excellency doubtless belongs to a very western trolley lines by the New
Hut what's wrong jvoni all( 42 Democrats broke their
party.
with the Democratic party?"
pledges and helped to pass the bill
"A great deal," replied the independ-iove- r
my veto, I decided to cut loose,
ent and protean governor, while bushy "f now demand that the various
eyebrows and bristling mustache lost; transportation companies constituting
their fierceness in a patronizing grin. the New Haven monopoly be absolute"The Democratic party, of course, ly divorced,
"The New Haven, the Boston and
isn't any worse than the Republican
but it ought to know better. I'm out Maine, the trolley lines and the steam-o- f
Amerlboth, and glad of It!"
jBhip lines must be separated.
"I'd leave the Progressive party, too, 'can trunk lines must no longer be
flowed to dominate our transportation
I belonged to it."
Beyond peradventure, Governor Foss and pervert it to their own purposes,
is a fine party leaver. He used to run ;Wall street must not loot our stock- for congress as a Republican. After; holders. There must be access to our;
ports from Canadian trunk lines,
the perpetration of the
"it must never again be possible for
tariff bill, he suddenly flopped and ran
as a reciprocity Democrat and won, Charles S. Mellen or any other man to
to the consternation of the G. O. P. dominate all the Industrial and
'
mercinl activity of New England by
Then he jumped to the top of the bottling up trade routes.
"I want a clear mandate from the
Democratic ticket and ran for governor, winning again, with still more G. people to finish the work that an out-

enge

-

al-i- f

Payne-AIdric-

anti-Semit- e

n

j
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alsh Democrat supported
pre

by the Democratic organization;

fi,..,..

mi

Augustus P. Gardner.
congressman and

Republican
of Senator

Lodge.

Charles Sumner Bird, who is waging
a vigorous "soup box" campaign.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

1

j

I.

gov- -

DE VARGAS.
L. L. Brown, Los Angeles.
L. D. Sliclton, Seattle.
L. llfehl, Lus Vegas.

Mrs. Allien. Los Angeles.

Charles Joslin, Prescott.
J. M. O'flaro, Omaha.
Hilly Wool!', Chico.
P. K. Stockbridge, Denver.
C. B. Leebold, Berkeley.
Henery Sitmun, Chicago.

W. E. Kreps.
Fred Thompson, Denver.
RT. W. Thompson and wife

Espa- -

FRANCIS J. HENEY.

nola.

H. Huelien, Albuquerque.
W. T. Thornton, City.
F. Wilson and wife, City.
R. II. Flamm, Gesoanqua, la.
Daniel Ortiz, St. Louis.
St. J. Thomas, Albuquerque.
H. McGlbbon, City.
Reed Halloman, Tucumcari.
Thos. Sullivan, Kansas City.
J. O. Neafus, Las Vegas.
R. P. Vivian, Dallas.
O. N. Marron, Albuquerque.
Jack Scales, Milwaukee.
Jl. F. Raynolds, Albuquerque,
H. P. Owen, Albuquerque.
N. A. Alexander, Albuquerque.
Horace Harper, Torrance.
XV".

San Francisco, Calif., Nov. ::. Francis J. Heney, the noted attorney who
prosecuted the "land fraud" causes of
Oregon and the celebrated "graft
of San Francisco, is strong
for municipal ownership.
"The hope of American democracy
lies in municipal ownership and wom"The
en's suffrage," said Heney.
American business man does not have
time to study the sociat and econom
ical needs of his city. He is too busy
making money. His wifo does.
"The average American is perfectly
content to permit the five
public utilities the gas, electricity, water, telephone and street
railroads to be operated by private
enterprise, while he, a citizen, asand exsumes the eight
ceedingly expensive public utilities
the public schools, parks and playgrounds, lire, police and steet departments, sewer system, hospitals and
jails.
"Most men fear that the public ownership of profit making utilities would
ircrease political corruption. It would
not. My close personal study of the
exposures that have taken place in the
past 2n years of corruption in our
large cities convinces me that the
privately owned public utilities are the
principal cause of corruption and ingovernment,
efficiency in municipal
it San Francisco had had municipal
ownership there would have been no
graft prosecution. Privately owned
public utilities played politics for privileges. That is generally what causes
graft In every city.
"Corporation owners and politicians
are not bad men. They are sorely
tempted the temptation of the pocket
Let us deal with them as
interest.
with children correct the corrupt
man by taking the dangerous toys
from him. Municipal ownership is
the answer."
profit-payin-

MONTEZUMA.
Maleo Lujan, City.
P. N. Dannivick. Moriarty.
P. H. Knowlton, Denver.
Jesse L. Nusbaum, City.
Wm. Broily, Chicago.
C. J. Ruhl, St. Louis.
XV. A. Davis, Oklahoma.
J. W. Beal, Waco, Texas.
S. C. Rose, Temple, Texas.
F. M. Jones, Berlin, Mass.
T. D. Smith, Oklahoma City.
G. M. J. Thomas, Albuquerque.
D. C. Howell, Estancia.
G. XX'. Prichard, City.
H. Evans, Chicago.
A. h. XVinther, Albuquerque.
A. J. Beramly, El Paso.
J. R. Johnson, Albuquerque.
.1. A. Wood, Kansas City.
J. L. Taylor, Cuervo, N. M.
S. F. Shannon, Oklahoma City.

'

For quick results,
little "WANT."

BURYING THE DAWSON MINE EXPLOSION VICTIMS

WHEELS

IN MYSTERIOUS TIBET.

CUSTOMS

OF THE WORLD'S

QUEER PEOPLE.

F

'

'

-

'p

housed and fed and
He spends his time
lalmost wholly in the temple, accepting)
spiritual engagements only from the
wealthy.
A pilgrimage to Llassa is an astound-ing stunt. The pilgrim lies flat. XX'hile
thus prostrate he makes a mark on
the ground with his hand. He then
'rises, takes three steps to this mark
and then prostrates himself again.
This he does every step of the way
between his home and Llassa, taking
years to do the journey.
SANTA

FE SUNDAY
ATENDANCE

The range of temperature
was from 35 to 54 degrees; the
iLimiidity 7u per cent It was a pleas-liiiday wiih increasing cloudiness in
the afternoon and at night, The rain
began early this morning and at 6
jo'clock this morning 0.18 of an inch
(was recorded. Rain fell all morning,
'bringing out umbrellas or causing
pedestrians to walk hurriedly and octo take a .leap over some
casionally
"
it

j

69
68
201
189

The temperature at S a. m., was 41;
in other cities it was as follows:
Amnrillo, 46; Bismarck, 28; Boise
afi; Cheyene, 22;
Dodge City, 42;
;
Durango,
Flagstaff, 36; Grant
Junction, 42; Helena, 22; Kansas City
Los Angeles,
58;
46; Lander, 24;
Modena, 34; Oklahoma, 48; Phoenix1
Rapid
04; Portland, 60; Pueblo, 34;
'
City. 30; Jtoseburg, 44; Roswell, 44
Salt Lake, 36; San Francisco, 54;'
Spokane, 30; Tonopah, 32; XVilliston,

j

;j

2S;

'
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THE SOMBRE ROXV OF COFFIN'S OUTSIDE
HEARSES TO HAUL THE.XI AND THEIR

THE MORGUE AT DAXTSON, N. M..
TO EVERGREEN CEMETERY.

XVAIT1XG

FOR DRAY

OoftVe

Wo smell only

...tA.

.jfex

PRAYING

.J

..

...

y

......

WATERW HEELS IN TIBET.

...

as. Tlx;

odor of perfume is its essence turning to gas.
The convex or bulging

top of an

aroma-tigh-

t

can

words a minute, but at a push he can
of Schilling's Best coffee
do much more.
In his praying wheels, with the aid
preserved in its aroma
of a fairly rapid stream, he will accomplish in a very short time what would
shoxvs the pressure of
perhaps be a burden to him personally.
Little strips of paper bearing orthodox
coffee gas. Notice that
prayers are affixed to the wheels, and
air.
at once they are revolved again and
fragrant puff when you
They pray everywhere, utilize everyby the grateful worshippers.
thing movable and immovable to help again
puncture the tin. There's
in their devotions. The wind waves In the ordinary Tibetan village the
heir prayer flags in the aid and the Buddhist priestly population may be
just a trifle; 99.9 per cent
streams revolve their cumbersome divided into three classes. First, the
lama
ordained
has
who
(or
priest)
wheels
such
as
prayer
those shown in
or more is forced to remade tin long journey to LIassaand
the illustration.
Entrances to villages are strewn there received ordination from the Damain as essence in the cofwith countless paper Dravera. St rem.; lai Lama. Second, the Draba, an un-stl11
ln
llves
Prlest
wn0
hPe
ers of prayers are hung from tree toj",ained
fee and you get it in the
tree and from house to house. Bridges of going to Llassa. And, third, the
neiAmcho.
who
a
has
lama,
private
are pasted with them. Rocks mad
cup.
ther desire nor opportunity of. ever
cliffs are chisled with prayers.
the
sacred
FUNERAL PROCESSION OF DA
city.
New Mexican Want Ada work while
the ordinary seeing
Praying at leisure
Tibetan will get through four hundred
The lama is a respectable member you sleep,
DINARY DRAYS WERE PRESSED I

The folks who live in the mysterious
oountry of Tibet, in Central Asia, are
the most prayful people in the world.
They pray, and pray without ceasing.
You retire at night, and rise early in
the morning, but long after you are
asleep and long before the sun has
risen the voice of prayer has filled the

;

pool.

j

SCHOOL
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Methodist
Methodist, 1 year ago
Presbyterian
Presbyterian 1 year ago
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blood.

Israel-chall-

u.

(ftnff Correspondence).

a

Prouditiss cites the Jewish book of
Zarah, although Zarah is not a sacred
book at all, but a centuries-olcompilation of legends, tales and rabbinical
disputations more or less mystical.
"And last,' 'says Prouditiss, "though
we cannot discover
ritual murder
Hebrew
texts in the authoritative
books such texts are to be found in
the secret apochraphs!"
Just here the counsel for the defense for Mendel Beilis at
the Russian government to
bring the apochrapha cited into court!
So the unexplained death of a little
child becomes not only a national process, but the trial of the world's greatest religious literature!
The sacred scriptures have been
brought into court at Kiev for proof
of Its interpreand with counter-proo- f
Ezinemen-ger'- s
tation. The
book will appear and he controverted by the Jews protecting encyclical of a dozen medieval popes!
The book of Zarah will be cited and
declared by scholars to be merely the
fireside tales of a strong, loving peo
ple. And the "secret" apochrapha?
Will they come?
No, for they do not exist!
In old ritual trials experts were
called to give
opinions, one man
against the other.
At last the blood accusation is to be
verified or disproved, by the sacred
texts. The Prouditiss has written no
books, held no professorships, cannot
produce the "authorities" so glibly
nuoted.
He s theological autnonty.
and Zikarchy as medical expert, will
prove, we hope, the twin killers of the
Russia government's case against the
house of Israel.
Their failure to prove sound schol
arship will be before a judiciary larg- er than the criminal sessions of Kiev
the court Of public opinion!

.:

raged public sentiment lias started MUNICIPAL
OWNERSHIP
TO
And if they return mo to office, I be
orlieve that, even without a partisan
STOP GRAFT, SAYS HENEY
ganization in- the legislature, I can do
it.
"For parties are no longer neces-isary- . FAMED PROSECUTOR SYS THAT
SHOULD BE
AMERICAN WOMAN
The day of Independence in poBESUFFRAGE
GIVEN
EQUAL
litics lias come, and a principle, emMAN IS TOO
boi led n a man. can ue uriveu m CAUSE AMERICAN
BUSY MAKING MONEY TO RUN
success by the mere pressure of public
THE GOVERNMENT.
seimmeur.
The Four Candidates Who Want to
Govern the Bay State
Eugene N'oble Foss, Kepuuucan-governinone or
Democrat-independenthe
wealthiest manufacturers of the state,

society, well
lin nu lirillC nr lUtTFn
hmj di inlaid ur nHiuiciad generally

nniVI-nriPllin
nuucn UflTlinilT
niinuui bCHOinu

QUAINT

mi mnt!

P. consternation.
n
nn t c aim :im
reiiutu e
and Progressive Candidates for the! citizens of both parties acquired the
Governorship of Massachusetts, Inhabit of shaking their lists toward me
pray
An Interview. Declares the Personal 'caiiitol dome, as .Mohammedans
Eauation is All That Cuts a Fiaure toward Mecca, and muttering incolior-- ;
in 20th Century Politics.
fnt profanity. Hut Foss kept riuht onand running and was reBy W. II. ALHURX.

The

life-flui-

Alexander Goldenweiser, Chief Attorney for Mendel Beilis, Accused of
"Ritual Murder" by the Russian Government.
French medical jurists of equal
Christian boy.
sky, the
standing have stated that the murder
(By Alexander Goldenweiser.)
was committed by a person suffering
Chief lawyer for Mendel Beilis.
(Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper from desire for revenge, mania or
Enterprise Association.)
It is known that, after the murder,
Kiev, Southern Russia, Within the.
Pale, Nov. 3. A criminal case that an awl, stained with blood, was found
on
arrays the greatest autocracy on earth by little Eugene Icheheryah, who,
the
of
leader
the
from
Mine,
orders
oldest
world's
the
religion;
against
that calls as principal witnesses theo- thieves, thew it into a cesspool! sumEugene Icheheyah cannot be
logians, university professors and
medical men of international reputa- moned by the defense.
He has since been mysteriously
tion; that cites into court sacred
books on which 200 generations have murdered!
based their moral code such a case
The discovery in a Russian Ghetto
must be acknowledged the criminal of a Christian child's murdered body
Some
excitement.
trial of the century!
created tense
On April 2, 1911, Andrusha
frightened and ignorant people cried
an undersized 12 year old "ritual murder." But, for six months
Christian boy of simple parentage, the public prosecutor- did nothing.
was found murdered in the Ghetto of Then the impending visit to Kiev of
his majesty the czar, stimulated eagKiev, the Jerusalem of holy Russia.
On Orj. 8, 1913, the Russian gov- erness to clear up the mysterious case.
ernment' by bringing Mendel Beilis, a Two days before the emperor arrived
now ac-- '
Jew, to trial for ritual murder, in- Mendel Beilis, the prisoner,
His poor house
cused, was arrested.
dicts all the sons of Israel!
Both sides rest their case on the stood nearest the lonely brickfield
where the body was found. He was
sacred books of the Jews.
watchman of the yard.
It is an unparalleled process!
The most direct evidence identifyPoor little Andrusha Yustsehinsky
was murdered wantonly and savagely. ing Mendel Beilis with the crime
came from Casimir Shakowsky, a
The question is how?
lamplighter, who testified that, meetAnd why?
The prisoner charged with the ing little Eugene three days berure
crime is so nearly a figurehead in his the tragedy the boy told him how "a
own trial that his acquittal is gener- man with a black beard" had driven
brick-- !
him and Andrusha from the
ally conceded.
So not Mendel Beilis alone but the field. Eugene is dead. There are sevhouse of Israel is accused of "ritual eral thousand Jews with black beards
The accused knew neither
in Kiev.
murder!"
And a process which calls 13,000,000 boy, but was employed to keep all
defendants to the bar of justice may boys from the kilns.
The lamplighter now confesses to
well challenge the attention of the
world!
inventing his Btory!
But the case continues!
How did Andrusha Yutschinsky die?
Mendel Beiyis is a figurehead in the
have claimed
We, the defense,

""iE1

principles

process ui riuuu
Enter the Russian government with
a formal charge that the dead boy was
tortured and murdered for religious
purposes.
"But," answer European medical experts, "the child did not die from loss
of blood. The chisel-likinstrument
employed caused internal not external
hemorrhage. Such a weapon never
could be used by a person seeking to
extract blood.
On t lie opinion of Prof. Sikarsky,
specialist In psychiatry, rests the keystone of the prosecution. He has long
been the government's authority in investigations of morbid Russian sects,
such as the Bessarabian fanatics who
bury themselves and others as strange
as they. On his opinion as a pivotal
point the public prosecutor has turn
ed a case of sordid slaying into a pro-cess of ritual murder.
When Prof. Sikarsky alleged the
death of Andrusha Yustsehinsky as
one of "ritual murder" the judge of
Instenshion consulted two Christian
professors of Kiev and St. Peters-burBoth de- in the sacred books.
nied such knowledge.
For a year the prosecutor waited
helpless, though the government has
80,000 clerical soldiers at command!
Then the priest Prouditiss was discov- ered in Iaschkent, on the far frontier!
of Persia, in the center of Asia. This
man had been previously discredited
by his superiors, I allege. The Greek
theologians escorted him with honors
to St. Petersburg as chief theological
accuser in the ritual trial of Kiev.
Prouditiss' claim that the Jews use
Christian blood for all important purposes of life as medicine, betrothal,
passover and burial would require a
very acqueduct of
Prouditiss cites the bible to prove
his charge.
But Sizenmunger confesses that the
holy books of Israel have no word that
gives the right to say JewB use
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SON DEAD TOO MANY COFFINS
SERVICE.

FOR REGULAR

HEARSES SO

OR-NT-

'

Highest temperature this date last
Extreme this
year, 46; lowest, 30.
dale, 41 years' record, highest, 72, in
1S78; lowest. 20, in 1S81.
Forecast.
Rain
For Santa Fe and vicinity:
turning to snow and much colder tonight: Tuesday probably snow flurries
and colder.
For New Mexico: Rain in north and
east portions tonight and probably
Tuesday; colder tonight and in southeast portion Tuesday.
Conditions.
An area of relatively low barometer
is central this morning over the Salt
Lake basin and Arizona, whence the
pressure Increases rapidly to high barometer over the plains region and
northwest. Much cloudiness is present, and rain or snow has occurred in
the northern parts of New Mexico and
g
Arizona, in Colorado, Utah and X yom-inTemperatures
and the Dakotas.
continue moderate, but inclined downConditions
ward in the northwest.
favor rain turning to Bnow and much
colder weather in this section tonight.
and
Tuesday probably snow flurries
colder.

Santa Fe Want Ad is cheap but it
sure does the work. Try one and be
convinced.
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spective Boards of School Directors
districts hereinbelow
BAPTISTS HELD
named that they levied a tax on the
AT DEMING. N. MM taxable property within their respecHIS MESSAGE
tive school districts in the County of
Santa Fe. It is hereby ordered that
At the Tap-t!- t
Demiug, N. SI.. Nov. 3
such levies be extended on the tax
convention held last week at Dem- rolls
SURPRISE AT THAT
on all the property situated
iug,
was within
permanent organization
said school districts as follows,
CONGRESS forned
SOUTHERN COMMERCIAL
by reelecting H. F. Vennillion
C.
T.
ami
P'tsident
Taylor,
AT
NO INDORSEMENT
FOR!
MOBILE
secretary: School District No.
ice presidents
elected are )'. W.
.01500 Mills
FARMERS'!
TO
DRAW ON
SCHEME
William
and
Longfellow
Cooksoy.
"
.01500
d
committee
enrollment
The
tvpert.
HELP
MONEY CHESTS
TO
STOCK
.00500 "
:!'
and
besides
messengers present;
.00500 "
GAMBLING.
Ihese some 15 viniting Baptists ai'j in
.01500 "
(attendance at lite convention.
.01500 "
Thundav Morning.
(By Gilsou Gardner.)
.01500 "
At :3 PresKfi.t Vermillion called
Mobile, Ala, Nov.
bright
.01500 "
board
and
the
convention
toother,
out
as
o
;r',e
a
result
star points shine
.01000 "
mr..!e
its
through
report
to
Mobil- e- jof education
President Wilson's trip
9
.01500 "
Mr.
cue to all the world and one shining ;' 3 secretary, He
10 .
.01000 "
e
"
rep,,",
particularly for the benfit of the
.01500
i;
lcaH-.a- ..
William
- peo-- f
iile of the United States.
12
.01000 "
rodiicfcu
a
motion
which
proRoy
ohn rn'ldpws',
Th fi,t flaahw
13
.00500 "
:0ft tn
was properly given great prominence
14
.01500 "
ho raised for yriuig- ministers
from
in the newspaper
"
.01500
15
dispatches. This this state
Bayler University 1
"
slated to the president's speech on and the attendirg
.01500
.
which
Ft.
;it
seminary
Worth;
"
the United States' future attitude in was carried.
17
.01500
.01500 "
itspect to sister nations in this hemAt 2:30 the report on Christian Edu- 18
01500
isphere.
cation, after a reconsideration by the 19
The other point carried big news board of
00500
was amended and !20
education,
Hlf.0. It related to the very important
;
01500
The report on Bible schools 21
adopted.
Fi.JJect of farm credits, upon which followed, submitted
01500
William Cook-sey- , 22 .
by
Pitsident Wilson refused to commit
01000
after discussion of this report 23
'
himself in favor of Wall street's plan. and the transaction of minor matters 21
01000
Hut the reporters of Mobile didn't see f business the convention adjourned. 25
01500

PRESiDENTWILSONGAVE CONVENTION

OF

of the school

DOUBLE-HEADE-

Elks. Byron Troubadours rendered a
musical program that completely captivated and at times held spellbound,
those who were fortunate enough to
be in the audience. Versatile and acNov. 3. George complished to an extent seldom atOhio,
Toledo,
Stovall, newly appointed manager of tained by members of any musical orthe Kansas City Federal league club
every individual identified
arrived here this morning to offer a ganization,
with the Troubadours is an artist, not
to Barbeau, third baseman, alone
j contract
upon some special instrument or
of the Kansas City American associaalong a single line, but would, if callwho
lives
Stovall
here.
tion team,
ed upon, be able to furnish an entire
announced that every club in the
unaided.
entertainment
evening's
league would have five or six lesser While there were some interpolations
lights, now on major league rosters in the program in the way of recitabefore the opening of the 1914 race. tions or
dialogues, the members for
"We don't intend to go after players the greater
part were musical, either
who are still under contract," said instrumental or vocal.
There were
Stovall, "but we are going after men selections by the entire company, othwho are retained only under the re- - ers in which but a
portion participatserve clause, which means (hat a play- ed and a number of solos. Some of the
club,'
cannot
with
other
any
sign
most difficult works of the musical
jer
(except the one with whom his contract masters were essayed and correctly
has just expired, unless sold or re-- , executed, the violin, violincello, saxa- leased to another team.
phone and piano players number pre
"We are after men In the big dominating. The tenor solo, "When
leagues who draw about $"000. We Love is Young," was among the best
intend to offer them a thousand more numbers, the Binger possessing one of
than they are getting."
the sweetest, truest tenor voices ever
2K .
it.
01500
heard upon the local stage. It. would
I think it will do no harm for me to
27
01500
RESOLUTION
WITHDRAWN
be unfair to further particularize, for
A CAPTIUATING
the
summarize for you what
01500
TO RESTORE GILLETTE. 2S
pvppv mpmhnr nf flip pnmnnnv t cnnrl briefly
29
0100O
president said at the convention of
TJ.
3
Nov.
By
C,
Washington,
PROGRAM GIVEN alul tne music loving people of Phoe- - the
30 . .,
Southern Commercial congress on unanimous consent, the senate
01500
nix would appreciate thiB fact if they
today
Mexican intervention and the rela01500
Hoke Smith to withdraw a 31 .
Of the Byron's Troubadours
who !,were; ,bu,t to, sit. thro,,gh the le"Bth' tions of the United States to the Latin-- ! allowed
32
01500
restore
to
resolution
joint
pending
Rtmpap at the lllra opera house nnlvut "tinj h":d'6 piwfeioui.
American republics.
'.01500
Cassius Gillette to the army with the 33
November 6, the Phoenix, Arizona, Re"There shall be no armed interven-- ! rank of lieutenant colonel. Gillette, a 34 .
01500
New Mexican Want Ads alwa.v- - tion in Mexico and no use of the army
publican, says:
01500
is said to have 35
officer,
army
resigned
Troubadouers please audience at the bring results, Try it.
land navy looking to the acquisition of been active in Mexico
01500
in oppos- 33
City,
01500
territory," was the first half of his ing the policies of the United States, 37
message.
iand yesterday in a lecture at a local For interest and principal
of 190G School Bonds of
and theater 'attacked the Mexican policy
PRETTY MOVIE PLAYER FINDS A PASSPORT TO not"Constitutional willgovernments
School Districts Numreceive the
of the administration.
dictatorship
bers 1 and 16 on each
and moral support of the Unit
dollar of the taxable
PRO- BEAUTY FOR ANY WOMAN.
ed States whether in Mexico, Central COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
valuation of the properor South America."
CEEDINGS.
ty situated in Precincts
The keynote of his speech, one of
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 1, 1913.
Nos. 1 and 22 of the
the most significant of all his public
The Board of County Commission
of Santa Fe... .00300
County
utterances, was this paragraph:
ers met as
with
the
adjournment
For Interest and principal
"I should rather be a citizen of a
,Lmw
t
FULLER (MARY).
of 190G School Bonds of
poor country that is free than of a rich Ortiz y Pino, Chairman; and CommisSchool District No. 3 on
iifltion which is no longer in love with sioners
Just too popular for anyhtnig these days!
Esquipula Jirou and M. A. Oreach dollar of the taxWrites as well as acts. Looks as demure as a mouse. But she's wide
literty."
tiz and Chas. C. Closson were in atable property situated
The next most important message tendance as clerk and
awake, all right, all right.
sheriff, respec
in Precincts Nos. 3 and
was that to the small Central AmeriShe jumped into fame like the proverbial. candle flame, all of a sudden
tively,
IS of the County of
can republics on the subject of conlike.
The following levies for State, Coun:
'
Santa Fe
00500
cessions and loans. In plain terms he
But, believe us, she worked mighty hard and long before she reached
ty and City and other purposes were For Interest and
told these counties that the govern-- j made and ordered
principal
the jumping place.
the
spread upon
of 1906 School Bonds of
ment at Washington would not follow minutes:
Has manners and poise and all that sort of thing. Likes to play
School Districts Nos. 7
the dollar diplomacy of the Taft ad-games and faries. She is not crazy about people. But she loves books
The State Auditor having certified
and 27 on each dollar of
and everything that goes under the name of "artistic."
ministration, which drove hard bar- to this Board that he has levied a tax
the taxable valuation of
She's a dear. Well, you just ought to talk to her once, that's all!
gains in concessions, and after de of ten and one half mills upon the dol-- i
the property situated in
interest on lar to be made on all of the
manding extortionate
taxable
Precincts Nos. 7 and 19
loans "because the risk was great,
property of the state, in accordance
of the County of Santa
LET
REGARD GIRL
proceeded to take steps to Insure that t ) law, it is hereby ordered that such
Fe .
00500 "
the risk should not be great."
taxes be and the same are hereby For y General
PurCity
To this message the four ministers levied and ordered extended on the
01000 "
poses
from Central American republics, sit tax list the same as other taxes with
For interest on City Bonds .00100 "
ting on the platform, listened with un and upon all taxable property within For
support and maintedisguised amazement. It was a politi- the county of Santa Fe.
"OUR FACTORIES
ARE A DISGRACE TO THE NATION
'.'.
FOREIGNERS
nance of city school for
cal
not
heard
before.
have
gospel
they
The State Auditor having certified
LIVE IN PLACES NOT FIT TO HOUSE
LULU
SAYS
DOGS,"
cholastlc year commencPresident Wilson's speech was a to this Board, that he has levied a
GLASER.
ing September 1st, 1913 .01500 "
was
the
but
great surprise,
surprise
tax of there and
mills for the For payment of Interest
to
to
Senator
than
greater
nobody
purpose of raising revenue for the a on city, school building.;''
Duncan W. Fletcher, of Florida, presi- various sinking funds and
'" bonds C'
"
100250
dent of the Souther Commercial con o? interest on the State debt for the
For Library purposes . . . .00100 "
to
came
J.
him
Clarence
Next
gress.
second fiscal year; it is ordered by For
00400 "
City Bridges
Owens, secretary and moving spirit the Board that such tax be and the
Y
JOSE
ORTIZ
PINO,
of the Southern Commercial congress. same is hereby levied and ordered ex
i
Chairman.
Both these men had told the local tended on the tax list the same as
Attest:' M. A. ORTIZ, Clerk.
press that "rural credits" would be other taxes upon all taxable property
the theme of the president's address. within the County of Santa Fe.,;r Coffee
Rural credits is the fit project of the
The State Auditor having certified
Southern Commercial congress. It to this Board that he has levied a tax
The common grade of
was desired to have President Wil- of eight mills on each dollar of the
son's endorsement of the particular assessed value of all sheep assessed
coffee
if valued on tlie
plan for rural credits legislation fath- in this county in accordance with Secered by Owens and Fletcher.
strength of its flavor and
tion 9, Chapter 55, Laws of 1903, the
The senator and his friend have a same to be turned into the state treasas compared with
aroma
scheme for rural credits which is high-l- ury when collected to the credit of the
approved by certain Wall street Sheep Sanitary Fund, and such tax is
Schilling's Best, would
bankers. It is not the farmers' co- hereby levied and the same ordered
sell
for about 10 cents a
operative plan of the German land extended upon the tax list the same as
MISS MARY CHARLESONschaften. In that plan Wall street other taxes.
pound.
a sufficient would not share. The farmers would
"Good teeth, nice hair and a clear complexion constitute
Pursuant to Section 9 of Chapter 9
You should not he satiswoman.
own
do
for
the
and
to
their
any
banking
keep
beauty
passport
of the Laws of 1909, a special tax of
"Beautiful eyes, an aquiline nose and ruby Hps are very attractive, hut profits in their own hands.
f
mills upon each
and
three
fied
until you are satisfied
r
The
plan provides dollar of the assessed value of all catthey are not essential In order to make mere man believe one
had
be
tree
Is
the
may
each
of
of
banks
all
that
rural
requisites
of
it
best
the
for
"And the
incorporation
tle, horses, mules and asses within the
you can get nothing betand the tapping of the farmers' County of Santa Fe; the same to con
for the price of care and attention."
ter.
a
not
of
than
much
a
gives
view
minute,
Little Miss Mary Charleson,
draining stitute a fund for the eradication and
bigger
money chest with
the money into the big streams which extripation of contagious and lnfectu- theBe sane rules for the woman who would be considered beautiful.
'"Whenever
you think
eyes, aquiline lead to Wall street and speculation.
Of course, it is true that she possesses the beautiful
ous diseases among cattle, horses,
'
.
Whatever President Wilson may mules and asses, and the same Is herenoBe and ruby lips as well as her prescribed trio, but thenyou can get better coffee
think on the subject of rural credits by ordered to be levied and extended
than the last pound of
ihe did not play into the hand of the upon the tax rolls as such.
Commer- , went into the game for all there was managers of the Southern
is
the
It
hereby ordered, that
ST. MICHAELS 13
Schilling's Best ask your
m it and up to the time tne naives icial congress. In this instance he per
levies be and the same are
INDIAN SCHOOL were finished each player was doing mitted himself to be made a drawing hereby made for the various
grocer for the 40 cents.
purposes
his level best. The youngsters made feature of the congress, but he did so hfreinbelow
-each dolupon
specified
You had better try it; you
show there is good because he had a. message for the peoOn Saturday the St. Michael's col- some plays that
lar of the taxable property within the
material in the teams and in the fu- ple of Xorth and South America.
can't lose.
of
Santa
Fe,
county
second
playdivision,
(
lege first team,
ture some of those who were in this
For General County Fund. .00500 Mills
ed a game of foot ball with the fourth game showed that they are bound to
tne New Mexican. It !
'For County Fund
,. .00400 Mills Work for
team of the U. S. Indian school, and figure in the football games of the OCTOBER HAD
working for you, for Santa Fe and
For Court House and Jail
after a lively contest the St. Michael's days to come. There wiU be more
CLEAR DAVS Repair Fund
00200 Mills the new state.
boys capped the contest by a score of battles between these schools as the
.00150 Mills
For Road Purposes .
13 to 6. The contentants of both teams season goes on.
The meteorological summary for the For Wild Animal Bounty
.00100 Mills
Fund
month of October has been compiled
purby the weather man and shows the fol- For General School
poses as certified to by
lowing:
.00300 Mills
Auditor
Clear days, 22.
For County Bridge Fund
Partly cloudy, 7.
BY ALLMAN.
of
;
deficit
for
payment
2.
Cloudy,
on County Bridges at
Highest temperature, "0 on the 12th.
Cerrillos, Gallsteo, SanLowest, 10 on the 26th.
ta Fe and Agua Fria
Greatest daily range, 33 on the 25th.
'
Thursday, November 6th
Street
Bridge at Santa
on
13
22nd.
the
Least
range,
daily
IS
CHAMPION
OF
WHO
VAUDEVILLES
THE
LULU GLASER,
8TAR,
to
fills
the
Fe, including
The normal for the month is 50 deCAUSE OF THE WORKING GIRL,
the approaches to said
grees. The absolute maximum tem00150 Mills
bridges
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 3.
perature for October for 40 years was
"Factory girls who fall are not alFund
For
Bridge
County
13
Sti
in
the
Most
was
and
the
minimum
weak.
know
women
1878
that
I
of
men
and
"When think
ways
girls
for the construction' of a
in 1906.
fighting for enough wages to keep longer they work in the factory the
bridge across Atasooso
are
was 0.42
The total precipitation
worth, When they dare
them alive, it is as if the mockery ot less they
Arroyo, near Galisteo,
and the greatest precipitation in 24
look into the future it Is hopeless.
life hit me In the face."
New Mexico,
including
0.20 on the 3d. There was
hours
was
Lulu Glaser, vaudeville star, was
"Hopelessness drives the factory
fills and approaches to
no
snow.
make-up- .
off
her
taking
00200 Mills
girl wrong. She thinks 'What's the
said bridge
The maximum velocity of wind was
"This porblem of the working girl," use? I'll never be able to earn any
Mills
For El Camino Real Fund .00010
34
1st.
an
miles
on
hour
the
out
of
the
"is
heart
"'
she said,
eating
of the luxuries of life, so I may as well
There was hail on October 3 and For interest on Bonds of
our nation. The great trouble Is get them the other way while I am
Serle 'B" as per Sec. 23,
BOTH VOCAL
also a thunderstorm. There was light
ignorance. If the employer would young and have the chance.'
Ch. 16, Laws of 1912 .. .00800 Mills
Octofrost
on
8.
October
frost
Heavy
only try to understand his workers
reAND INSTRUMENTAL
It having been certified by the
"We should stop immigration for a
ber 4. 5, 6, 7, 11, 17, 18 and 19. A
learn how they live he could never
while so as to be able to take care
killing frost occurred October 20.
stand out agaiiiBt the living wage.
A MUSICAL
The mean relative humidity was 49
"Would the employer want his of what we have at home. Foreignto better their coners come over
per cent for the month.daughter sitting eight hours a day at dition and as ahere
TREAT
rule are worse off. In
3ISCHARQES
Thus, it is seen that October of 1913
a machine in surroundings such As
did fairly well to uphold the reputaBKIJEVEt) in
kiv
4
the factory girls work, for just enough Germany each working man has his
little cottage, with a garden. Here
tion of the Sunshine State and to adto keep her alive?
K0UR8
vertise the ideal climate of "The Old"It the employer would take that he lives in a place not fit to house a
Prices, 50c, 75c and $1.00
Cap- Ech
inest
States."
in
dog.
United
the
women
City
toward
AL'fl- attitude
working
sole bears (MIDY)
SOMe FEUERS ARB
been
as
'Tve
much
as
conditions
anyinvestigating
the
stead of the 'I pay
PETTER CtVEM TO
"
Bewartfeounterfeiit
body else' stand, there would soon be ever since that Triangle Shritwaist
a
SEAT SALE AT ZOCX'S DRUG STORE
POOR
OCT
.
and
have
and
found
our
that half
ALL UllUUaWT
between
horror,
capital
factories are a disgrace to the nation."
labor.
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GOING AFTER
NEW PLAYERS
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One Night Only

WON 'S

,

ROUBADaURS

URINARY
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For quick results,
little "WANT."
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Rooming House, completely furnished, good
cation, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
12.00
FOR RENT
Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
30.00
month
Good location. Rent
Modern Dwelling.
35.00
per month
Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30.00
per month
Insurance and Surety Bonds.
Ha nches, Land Grants and City Property.
FOR SALE

Six-roo-

Five-roo-

men's Tailor jnaae suits
and Overcoats
In Prices from $10 ud to $30
We show you over 1500 samples.
The largest line in the city. We
guarantee a perfect fit and you can
find no better workmanship at any
price. You will pay more elsewhere, but remember our expenses
are small; this makes our low
prices possible.
Eighteen years' experience In
the tailoring business. Let us take
your measure.

t

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
REAL ESTATE,

LINDHARDT,

SURETY BONDS. ,"

LOANS,

CUSTOM

t

119 San Francisco St.,

banta e. New Mexico. 1

:

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mi'B. M. W. Thompson, of
Kspanoln. are visitors in the city.
Airs. AUen and Alius AUlen or Uis
Angeles, are visitors in the city. They
are stopping at the De Vargas.
Judge Edward A. Mann, well known
lawyer cf Albuquerque, arrived yesterHe is at the
day on legal biiBiness.
De Vargas.
Judge Herbert F. Raynolds, of the
Second judicial district, arrived in the
city last night to sit with the supreme
court judges today.
Miss Flora Akers. daughter of Mrs.
Charles Wagner, left last evening for
Cincinnati, Ohio, where she will enter
the Academy of the Sisters of Charity
and join her sister who is now attending that school.
The assistant general, accompanied
by Sister Bertha, general procurator
of the Sisters of Charity, who have
in Santa Fe for the past week together with Mother Sebastian, now in
charge of San Rafael's hospital at
Trinidad, Colo., left the city last evening for Trinidad.
The condition of Adjutant (ieneral
was reported slightly
A. S. Brookes
.
improved at 3:30 .o'clock this after-nouThe general underwent a
soperation at St. Vincent Sanitarium Saturday morning and for the past
three days his friends have been
much worried over him.
Hon. William H. Andrews, former
delegate in congress from New Mexico, and noted authority on politics,
paid a flying visit to the Oldest City
yesterday, dining at the De Vargas
hotel and calling on several friends,
including II. S. Senator Catron. Mr.
Andrews appeared in good health,
smiled his accustomed smile and
joked with his friends. He returned
later to his home in the Duke City.

FURNITURE
Brass Beds

$12.50

bt-e-

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

ser-io- u

Everything In Hardware.
LUDWIO WM, ILPELD.'

W . H.

WICKHAM

NO TRACE FOUND

r

rr

cnTVrn

TuAT

no
wjll hunt itFurther, for us- .if
You Come: To
you

VE

HAVE JUST WHAT

YOU "WANT AND 1T IS

THE RIGHT PRICE
WE HUNTED IT FOR

YOXWHEN BUYJNq
OUR. GOODS!

YOU WILL BAG THE GAME THAT GETS UP IF YOU BUY YOUR
FROM US. OUR GUNS ARE TRUE TO AIM;
GUN AND AMMUNITION
OUR SHELLS CAREFULLY LOADED.
INSURE YOUR SPORT BY USING ONLY RELIABLE SHELLS. OUR
AND WE HIT THE
AIM IS TO KEEP OUR BUSINESS GROWING,
MARK. THE WAY TO DO THIS IS NOT TO ABUSE THE TRUST OF
THOSE WHO TRUST US.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

PHONE

"IF IT'S

14.

FINANCIERS LEAVE ON
SPECIAL FOR COAST.
Duluth, Minn., Nov. 3. A special
train having on board Jas. J. Hill,
Louis W. Hill, Geo. F. Baker, chairman of the board of directors or the
First National bank, New York; President Underwood of the Erie railroad,
President Harris of the Burlington
railroad, and A. Steele, a New York
financier, left here today for the Pacific coast.
It was intimated that the trip was
being made for inspection purposes.

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

HARDWARE

own son.

PHONE

uy For

ash !

Grain
Hay,
let
a trial

Flour

14

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

WORKS
And Studies

- -

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 2S0.

STATES

UNITED

BANK

ft

CO.

TRUST

Does a General Banking Business.
Jllllll MIMIIIIIIIIIilltllllllllllHIIIIIHlllltllllMIIIIMlMIIIHIIIHIIlllllllIMIHIIltt
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Your Patronage Solicited

j
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N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President.

J.

HAND-PAINTE-

B.

LAM,

jW.

E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

t.

Grape-Nut-

.,.,

. .... mrm
A Jcr.l....H at
Cknulnir rfvnratlnn.
my ftore. There are articles to appeal to everyone Steins,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.
A- -t.

.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN

f KANCISCO

STREET.

s

s.

re"It leaves me strengthened,
freshed, satisfied; nerves quieted and
toned up, body and brain waste restored. I would have been a living
skeleton, or more likely a dead one
by this time, if it had not been for

CHINA

D

Grape-Nut-

Some of the world's great men have
worked during the day and studied
evenings to tit themselves for greater
tilings. But it requires a good constitution generally to do this.
A Ga. man was able to keep it up
with ease after he had learned the
alsustaining power of Grape-Nuts- ,
though he had failed in health before
he changed his food supply. He says:
"Three years ago I had a severe attack of stomach trouble which left me
unable to eat anything but bread and
water.
"The nervous strain at my office
from 6 a, m. to 6 p. m. and improper
foods caused my health to fall rapidly.
"Foods" were
Cereal and
tried without benefit until I saw
Grape-Nut- s
mentioned in the paper.
"In hopeless desperation I tried
this food and at once gained strength
flebh and appetite. I am now able to
work all day at the office and study
at night, without the nervous exhaustion that was usual before I tried

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.;

on

Food.

and
us show you. Guaranteed
Wholesome.
and
Clean
Pure,

Give us

ALL DAY.

at Night

Grape-Xuts.'

"

Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to
Wellville," In pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
Interest,

Of

wonderful
patterns, just received. Come early
and get the select pieces. Yontz, the
jewelry man.
Meet
Montezuma
To
Masons
China

Hand-Painte-

'

in

pastry

bsiked with

Mew

a

And like all
Calumet liakiny

Powder, it's liyht, finny,
evenly raised and delicionsly good.
fine-graine- d,

i'l
frt?'

Wholesome too, for Calumet is absolutely pure
both in the can and in the baking.
'
lity-n- evcr
Calumet is always uniform hi
J,w,.s its strength. Produces mi- ill refund pur- r- V
'

Ledge No. 1, A. F. & A. M., will hold
a communication at Musonic Hall to-- j
are
Masons
All visiting
night.
cordially welcome.
COATS FOR WOMEN AND CHIL
AT
VARIETY
IN
LARGE
DREN
PRICES.
THE WHITE
SPECIAL
HOUSE.
A Hunter's Delight
To visit the big
Hani-warstock of the HeHehaui-Migiiardo- t
Co.. and take away one of those
sure-sho- t
guns and a box of Winchester shells. See new ad today.
The finest line of Elctrical Class-war- e
ever displayed lit this city.
Gnagey & Ervien.
Probate Court Tim probate court
met and approved the report of the
administrators in the Fiske estate. A
j final
discharge of John Walker as ad-- !
ministrator of the estate of Elizabeth
P. .McC'uen was ordered,

Licenses The
Marriaae
county
clerk lnis issued the following mar-- '
riage licenses: Juan Ramon Homero,
jand Miss VicentitaV. de llaca; Hila-- i
rio Uabaldon and Hiss Josefita Rodri
guez. Juan H. Romero Is the chef at
l,a Salle Cafe and is well know n here.
JUST RECEIVED A LARCE ASAND
OF
CHIFrCN
SORTMENT

It's

course he is!

Calumet Cake.

Lcwitzki.
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ACE

WAISTS

AT SPECIAL

SALE

III h ri1MMMii

PR'CES AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
It's the Quality of candy we give, not
the amount that counts, Gulh's fresh
at Zook's Pharmacy, The Rexall Store.
Tana f.nurt Pnntnoned Tlipre will
be no term of court in Taos county,
commencing Nov. loth, as scliciiuieu,
for the reason that, the death of the
sheriff, Sinecio Sisneros recently, left
the county without a sheriff to participate in the jury drawing as the law
required.
A
Hallowe'en Party
delightful
party was given on Friday evening at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gleu A.
Gray, on Hon Gaspar avenue. As it
was Halowe'en the guests were requested to come dressed in the regulation attire.
Following, appropriate
games dancing was indulged in. Re- IF
freshments were served at a season
able hour.
IN AF
ALL THE NEWTHINGS
'tERNOON AND EVENING DRESSES
AT SALE PRICE AT THE WHITE

Receiver! Highest Awards World's Pure Food
1914
Exposition, Chicago, HI., Paris Exposition,

z

OF URIOSTE 'HOUSE.
The reports that Francisco Rivera
y Urioste had been captured at Cow
Springs late Saturday night were denied this morning by District Attorney
Alexander Read who said that there
appears to be no foundation for the
rumors. What is more, it appears
now that rrioste was not seen at cow
Springs Thursday noon and why such
a report was spread is nard to understand.
It is thought that T'rioste haB gone
to Colorado or to Old Mexico and the.
theory first advanced that he traveled
horseback with a guide to lead him
through the mountains is again advanced today.
Urioste is much wanted here as he
was ordered held for the action of the
grand jury which meets next March
to face the charge of murdering his

"You At Dat
Cake Agin!

RIBBONS IN LARGEST VARIETY
AT SPECIAL
PRICE? AT THE
WHITE HOUSE.
White Pine Cough Syrup at Zook's
Pharmacy. The Kexall Stove.
Hand-Painte- d
H ('. Yontz
China
today calls attention in his advertise- Inient to some tine pieces of hand-- J
painted china to appeal to everyone.
D.
FOR RENT Modern cottage.

TAILORING,

125 Palace Ave.

Phone, 189 J.
:

LOCAL ITEMS.

1

lo-

INSURANCE,

PAGE FIVE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

3, 1913.

Sunday School Rally Rev. W. C.
iMerrit, field secretary for the Soufh-wes- t
for the International
Sunday
School association, will lecture at th
on
Methodist church,
Tuesday even- limr Knwmhpr 4th. nt "7:ACi D. 111., aild
will have for his Buhjecr'"8ome New
for our
Coals and New Standards
Winter's Work.' ' Rev. Merrit's ability
This
las a lecturer is well known.
lleetnre is free to the public, and Sun
day School workers are especia'ly
urged to be present.
Valuable service and valuable drugs
jniean quicker recovery. Have your
prescriptions filled at Zook's Pharmacy
The llexan store.
The Tax Levy The county
have fixed the tax levy at
1.0745 on the dollar for this year which
is half a mill more than last year.
IThe various levies made will be found
....
,tta nf
...w hnnrri- as adv. flip
ill UltJ lllliiuit-lu'rtised in this issue. It will be seen
that there is a levy to take care of the
i ilerest on bonds of "Series U" as per
Section 2:i, Chapter Hi, of the Laws
!of 1S12 and this levy amounts to
The meeting of the
.00800 mills.
board of commissioners was held Saturday and throughout the day the
commissioners were kept busy making
the levies.
j

j

j

DIS
CASH.
NOVEMBER
OUR
COUNT SALE HAS BEEN A GREAT
.SUCCESS. COME AND AVAIL YOUR
SELF OF THE BIG BARGAINS. THE
WHITE HOUSE.
Elks Lodge Growing On Saturday
nleht the local R. P. O. E. lodge held
cnaini mpptine- nt which time four
'
jnew members of this popular body
'were Initiated into the secrets of the
'order,, as follows: T. A. Hayden, Fred
Dignco: Onesimo Martinez and Brian

'ttnni nimne. The membership of this
lodge has increased 20 per cent in the
last year and many applications for
membership are being considered and
sur
investigated. The cozy home-likroundings connected with the new
cluh house and a
spirit in Elkdorn are the main causes
for the increase.
The Road Tax The board of road
commissioners, of which former Mayor
Arthur Seligman is chairman, will
meet at the court house this afternoon
to take up the matter of collecting
thp S road tax. It is said quite a
number of people have failed to pay
this tax. Ways and means of collect
ing it will be thought out by the commissioners before they adjourn.
Work for the Ntw Mexican, it
working for you. for Santa Fe ana
the new state.
e

newly-awakene- d

DIVOPCE

GRANTED TO
CECIL HENRY
Nov.

HAMES.

You

more IconvMiz-

l-

when you buy cheap or
wholesome-gi-

ve,

,

tig-ca-

Chris-tabel-

Our cracker counter is an InThe large
place.
teresting
variety of crackers and wafers
we carry would astonish most
anybody. What It so nice aa
a box of dainty, delicious wafers? Some kind of a cracker
should be on the table at every
meal should be in every lunch
box. And the very kind you
should have are here.
They
have the quality that always sat.

-P.iw rt,tttvt.
sour milk end soda.

-

--

doctors of oilier lands have some
fluence."

Coffee
This is altout sonietliin'
that very many poopje
know iiolliiti about.
'

(irinkitig

Appreciative
of fine roffee.

Never too late to learn
a lesson.
Doti't
lose a not her. day don 't
miss tlio elieer and charm
of Schilling's Best.
,so ixowl

In
a lb

cans,
cieaniy granulated;
monejback.

aroma-tigh- t

Y

OUR

NOTICE

t

for several months just before the
Drown murder.
Mrs. Ellie M. Lake, the young
widow under arrest awaiting further
investigation of Barr's assertions con
necting her with the Brown case, refus
ed to talk today.

SEL GMAN

ADOLF

ever-fres-

40c

GO.

GOODS

WINDOWS

For October Special Prices
WE

SAVE

210 SAN FRANCISCO

YOU

MONEY

!

PHONE 180.

ST.,

Isfies.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.

Cecil

S.

5

ar
uualltv

FOR SALE

Modern Cottage of 5
Rooms and Bath.
South about 100

Lot fronts
feet on Pal-

ace Avenue.

We will sell, within ten days' time, lor
time to investigate the above.

JOSEPH
Rooms 8

ixi

B. HAYWARD,
and 9, Capital

in-

BARR LIKED TO HEAR
HIMSELF TALK IS REPORT.
Dallas, Texas, Nov. !!. Meade Barr,
who has assured a- grand jury that he
killed Miss Florence Brown last July,
was in the habit of telling false Btories
o." terrible fights in which he participated, according to It. P. Bethuren, a
local contractor, who employed Barr

CAKES AND

CRACKERS

U-

auung powacr.
best results. Calumet u far superior to

turns of your birthday."
MRS. PANKHURST
Explaining that her mother was ?o
HEARS NEWS
to
tell
ill it would probably be fatal
her she had come home to Becurc a
DAUGHTER
FROM
divorce, Mrs. Hames added:
"I simply cannot kill her. Write
Chicago, 111., Nov. 3. lievelations of
some times to keep up the game until
Sylvia
by Miss
you write, for they keep asking why suffering undergone
Pankhursl recently, greatly perturbed
you don't write."
her mother, Mrs. Enmieiine Pankhurst
SENATOR COCKRELL IS
here today when she received a let.
ON THE ARMY BOARD. ter from her other daughter,
Washington, D. C, Nov. 8. The
senate today confirmed the namina-tioThe letter stated that Sylvia again
of former Senator Cockrell, of had been subjected to forcible feeding
Missouri, to be the civilian member of after being "starved within an inch of
the army board of ordnance and for- her life."
tifications, a short time after his
"Sylvia had a great and successful
name had been sent in by the presifight Monday, but on Tuesday was ardent. He succeeds William Warner.
rested by fifty policemen and a collection of plain clothes men," ran the
ANOTHER IMPLICATED
letter.
IN MURDER AT DALLAS.
"We shall fight our best for her and
Dallas, Texas, Nov. 3. A charge of the east side will no doubt play up.
Meade
and
murder '.'by aiding
abetting
Annie (Miss Annie Kenney) is worse
iiarr" in the killing of Miss Florence in health than she has ever been and
filed
was
Uro.vn here last July
today we are making plans for her protecagamrt Mrs. Ellis M. Lake, a young tion."
acv Idow, with whom Harr claims
Miss Christabel asks if her mother
quaintance. A charge of murder in can do anything to interest American
connection with the death of Miss
to bring pressure on their
was filed against physicians
Brown similarly
British colleagues without whom, she
Harr several days ago, before his ar- says, the "cat and mouse" torture
rival here.
would be impossible. The doctors, she
says, watch the starving patients
weaken to the last limit of safety and
then scientifically, but forcibly, feed
H. S. KAUNE &
them back to life again.
"The doctor is in fact, the only one
Where Quality Governs the Price who has any power over the suffragette, and he is not only policeman,
and Price the Quality
but torturer," continues the letter.
"It was the international medical
congress that saved yon and Annie
Kenney last summer, so evidently the

Henry
London,
Hames, today was granted a divorce "BOSS PATENT FLOUR"
on statutory grounds from Emily Eliza
Hames. They were married at PittsCHASE & SANBORN'S CuFFEE
burg in 1907.
Mrs. Hames eloped to America
,
Califor-nlanwith Norman McCutcheon, a
whom she met on a hunting
PRIMROSE BUTTER
field In Leicestershire, and according
to the evidence presented, subsequently went through a marriage ceremony
with him in California.
GO.
KAUNE
Mrs. Hames wrote from her moth- H.
er's home to her husband: "Can you
B-- st
come over and arrange for a divorce? Where Prices
The whole thing can be arranged and
For Safe
you can return free. Many happy re- j
3.
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$2,800.

NOW is

the

MANAGER,

N. M.
City Bank Building, Santa Fe,

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE.' HAYWARD

HAS IT.

r.c
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Is Secured in Banking by a Rea-

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports,
Playing and all out-door

ft Booklet Free on Request

"All of Today's Newo Today H

THE VALLEY RANCH,

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

sonable Conservatism.

By conservatism as applied to banking, is meant the rendering of every
service to patrons in keeping with good business methods.
ADEQUATE FACILITIES. The bank must handle efficiently the financial
I
requirements of all depositors.
ACCOMMODATION
to depositors Is an essential in sound banking.
MODERN EQUIPMENT. This bank has an equipment
enabling deposit-- '
ors to attend to their banking matters with the greatest
facility and dispatch
All these STANDARDS characterize the

THE

FIRST

NATIONAL

BANK

OF

SANTA

FE

one from the house will not cut much separate classifications, as they have
figure and will not add materially to done in one instance. There are
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS. 5245,010.00.
monitions of a general revolt In Col- happiness.
It Is a nice thing to give a present fax county, which seems to have been
to the White House bride, of course, special target of the board. Raton
but I'll bet that the gentleman from Range.
31
EDITORIAL ROOMS
BUSINESS OFFICE 286
Indiana was not the only one in the
Looking Ahead.
One year from now the Sunshine
house who felt it was a nuisance but
he was the only one who had the State will be right in the midst of a
most important political campaign.
nerve to say so.
TAXATION AGAIN
All of our forty-ninmembers of the
Good Bye, "Doc."
It was to be expected that the Raton Range would feel outraged at the
It is always a matter of regret to house of representatives must be duly
action of the board of equalization in the matter of raising the assessment on
see changes in a town, especially elected by the people, as well as a
the lands in the county of Colfax.
The
lower
when those changes are not for the congressman-at-Iarge- .
to
rails."
our
close
are
"too
getting
They
houso in the legislature should be
are
town's
benefit.
These
changes
made
of
those
by
If there was any one raise that was right, iu the list
The Newrich family recently re- often brought about by the departure composed of a good working majority
the board, it was that in the county on the north. The reasons set forth ceived an invitation
to spend a
of some one who has lived long in the of Democrats to support the honest
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
eannot be combatted. They are irrefutable. That particular section has long
with the Bluebloods.
At
place or who in a shorter time has policies of our tried and worthy Govbeen regarded as the point of all others where some action should be taken
C. McDonald,
W.
ernor
means
which
on
the
their
so
the
friends
made
that
morning
following
many
going
that would give more of justice to the balance of the tax payers of the
HOME
to stand firm by the people of New
Mrs. Newrich, in trying to chip is generally felt,
state.
off the top of an egg with her knife,
I
was
now
the Mexico and only its best interests.
about
thinking just
The "outraged public mind" of Colfax county may cause "a great revolt," exercised so much
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
strength that the departure of "Doc" McCarthy. He The Democrats of Taos county
as the Range suggests, and it will be a good thing as it will bring out
was knocked out of the cup and and his wife left us on Saturday to be- should be extremely cautious iu their
egg
the
into
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
will
an
and
insight
should
be
as
give
the facts
brought out,
they
rolled under the table.
come residents of another section of selections and nominate only men who
central Location.
methods that have been pursued to keep the assessment of certain lands
will
steadremain
and
stand
Not knowing the correct thing to this big domain of our Uncle Samuel,
where the owners wanted them held, and where they have been placed up to
fast
for
the
Interests
best
and
peoples'
do in such circumstances, she appeal- and with them go the regrets of so
Larfe Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
the present time.
to her husband.
many friends here that they must feel the party's principals as laid down by
This action of the board will force the showing as to jUBt what kind of ed
its
national
platform,
in
home
at
were
at
least
that
lands"
they
"John," she whispered "I have
lands these really are, whether they belong In the class of "grazing
We have such men in the Demoor "coal lands" and upon the settlement of this vexing question the assess- dropped an egg. What am I to do?" Santa Fe.
course the many friends they cratic party who can not only be duly
Of
"Don't
matter
the
cackle,"
act
can
replied
Intelligently.
power
ing
left behind will want Mr. and Mrs. nominated but elected by a fair sized
John.
The action of the board has been of Inestimable value to the state, as it
"Doc" to enjoy their new place of majority of the voters from Taos
has awakened the people to a study of the most Important question before
residence and to prosper, but they, will county. Taos Recorder.
to
and
it
meet
been
have
states
Other
time.
compelled
at
the
them
present
be
remissed.
was
board
the
Btate
taxation
a
of
THE
establishment
the
BYSTANDER
them
in many of
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
It is a good deal in life after all, to CANNERIES AND
sult. The effect has been almost without exception, salutary. It has been
SEES IT.
have the respect and the affection of
the means of lowering the taxes and at the same time has brought more
Proprietor of the
COURTS CONCERN
those with whom one is associated for
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
money into (he state treasury.
a term of years, so that when the
If some such action is brought about by the action of the board, then tne
PORTALESITES
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
It Is Encouraging.
severing of the ties comes, there is
people are the ones to benefit by It.
The Best That Can be Bought I
Is
It
an
Friendencouraging sign when the regret and not satisfaction.
At all events this all important question bids fair to be one of the
MARCUS CATT0N,
Portales, N. Af., Nov. !i. After a.
wile of the president of the United ship of the real kind is a great deal
AT ANY PRICE
main issues at the next election in this state.
Son of the Famous
States interests herself in the condi ia this life, and those who are not three weeks' session with District
0
T.
McClure
John
the
Take
no
Judge
chances on either
presiding,
tion of the working girls of the coun- able to form these ties are in mighty
"BILLY" CATT0N,
when a small amount will give
A LESSON TAUGHT
try and shows the spirit that Is taking hard luck. There is a great deal in fall term of district court has ad
true bills
who will manage hla billiard parThe affairs of two men charged with murder, one having escaped from so strong a hold on all the people who feeling that one has the respect of journed. Of the twenty-on- e
you the protection that you
lors and Instruct tiioae deairlng to
the county jail and the other out on parole, have taught a lesson which ought are thinking of the uplift in the so- those about him too, and to know that returned by the grand jury, two cases
need, and when you do use Inlearn the game. All new tables,
cial and industrial conditions through- when the time comes, if it does, for have been tried, others piead guilty
to last forever in this state.
surance get the best, as it is
murnew cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
out our land.
Urloste is under charge of having committed one of the most foul
him to leave the place where he has and the others go over to the next
the
cheapest, and
ders that has ever come to light in New Mexico. He is the murderer of his
lounging room f r those who eater
In going about through the various lived, that he does not have to sneak term of court. Many civil cases, have
ALWAYS SEE
to the pastime.
own child, a wilful and dastardly murderer, according to the charge made departments Mrs. Wilson went incog- cut In the flight but can go in the been tried.
The jury in the case of the State of
against him. The other, Jose Eufracio Vigil, was in the penitentiary serving nito, and the officials were ignorant of daylight and can bid his friends adieu
New Mexico against J. W. Buckalew,
EVERYONE WELCOME I
a life sentence and was paroled by Lieutenant Covernor de Baca, while he was who she was. Thus she got a far bet- in the open and with boldness.
M.
ter idea of the actual situation than
That's the way "Doc" McCarthy charged with murdering Dean Collins-wortacting governor for a few days during the illness of the governor..
Office
United
of
States
out
Bank Boifdinr
a
deliberation
is
to
after
take
time
is
it
case
in
that
politics
extending
the first
The lesson
she could have had if those in authori went. Whether he is in Chicago and
(FIRST FLOOR)
the government of the criminals of the state and run the business in accord- ty had known that so distinguished a still in the employment of Uncle Sam, over a period of two days and nights mmmmmmmmmmmmmKmmmmm
who has purchased the Insur
ance with common sense and with some regard to the rights of the citizens presence was in their midst.
or whether he goes to the big city of reported that they were unable to
on a verdict. The jury stood
ance Business of the L. A,
of the commonwealth. The sheriff himself, has come to see the situation
The
in which the boy was the far east, with its history and old agree
manner
method
in
to
one
the
eleven
for acquittal.
as it is, and has declared that he is going to make a change
treated in the government printing associations, and becomes "mine host"
Harvey Agency. Strong lines.
In the case of W. O. Dunlap against
of handling criminals and will use his own judgment in the appointment of office because he did not tell his boss at. the old Quincy Hotel, with him go
goodcompanies,goed protection
A. M.
was
the
of
Lumpkin
friends
plaintiff
of
a
wishes
host
the
best
his subordinates.
that he had taken the wife of the
awarded $300 as commission on a land
This is one step in the right direction.
president through the plant, is evi- in the Ancient City of the west, and deal.
colCHARLEY GANN,Prop'r
In the other case we are reminded of a mention we made in these
dence of the way they feel about it all extend to himself and his wife the
A meeting of the farmers and a
umns a short time since when we quoted from a speech made by Governor and that the officials want all the at- fnmiliar toast of Rip Van Winkle:
large number of the town people was
"May you live long and prosper."
Ferris, of Michigan, who condemned the practice of placing the pardoning tention and all the honor.
European Plan.
TAGE LINE
held at the court house to see what
Meals At All Hours.
power in the hands of the governor of the state..
was
It
to
the
Mrs.
credit of
Wilson
to
criminals
of
secur
to
with
could
done
reference
be
belongs
The
disposition
He was right in his contention.
ConnecRooms
in
that
too,
when
the kid was discharged AMONG THE EDITORS.
Elegant
Prom
ing a creamery and canning factory
the courts and it is placing too much power in the hands of one man to give
because he had not told the public
tion, Steam Heat,
offGood interest was
for Portales.
him the right to override the judge, the prosecutor, the jury and all the
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
Electric Lights and Baths.
printer that the leading lady of the
manifested by all present. Slips with
Fewer Germs.
icials sworn to do their duty in the conduct of a case.
land had called, she made the head of
Meets
to
Both
could
North
South
Still the slit skirts carry fewer questions as to what support could be
The two cases in question have called attention as nothing else
RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY,
the institution take the lad back. I
,,
Bounds Trains.
.oUOitv r,f a fhaiice In the manner of conducting this business of guess the chief wished he had not germs into the house. Alamogordo expected from the farmers were hand- - 9 241 San Francisco Stmt.
or the murderer.
ed all who were interested.
It is ex
Leave Barranca on the arrival !
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
protecting the people from the assassin and the thug
g
state been quite so previous in his action
No Sympathy.
pected that this will give a good
It is likely that those who occupy the position of governor of any
the
will
and
to
north bound train and arrlvea al
realize
a
after
begin
bit
should
The man who is called upon to working basis for any company Interwould be glad to have this power taken from them and vested where it
that we are really living in an age
Taoa at 7 p. m.
events,
all
At
it.
craves
official
his
no
never
in
ested
the
carve
the
and
prop
gets
proposition.
a
turkey
responsibility
be. It is too grave
where there is a little true democracy
Ten mllea ahorter than any other
W. T. Jobe, one of the irrigation
we have had the lessons from which we should profit.
still extant and that the head of the er Bhare of sympathy. Belen News.
Good covered hacka and aooa
way.
Not So Feeble.
farmers of the Portales valley has
0
nation is a party to the evolution.
teame. Fare $5.00 round trio. Teama
The narrow skirts worn by womeE shipped two cars of sweet potatoes to
All this is encouraging to the people
I
furnished commercial man o take In
ONE SECRET OF IT
at large when they feel that those in have forced the street car companies Rocky Ford, Colo., into the heart of
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudw
to lower the steps on their cars. And "irrigated Colorado."
In a higli school the other day a lad under examination drew a marking the humbler
walks of life are to be
as well
station.
Louis Kirby haB let the contract for
of 69 It took 70 to pass. For the purposes of that one test, he might score considered and that the condition
they talk about "feeble women."
With the shouting and speech
of yetRoswell
a 25x100 feet brick house. T. N. Hor-ri- s
Record.
have drawn zero as to fail by a narrow margin. For it is what you
making aver, the world will keep
procession. the workers is to be inquired Into.
An Apology.
is the contractor. The building is
..kd .1,,. ,,0oio- lino tint helow. that keeps you abreast of asthe much
above This Is the first steD toward bettei
turning about as usual and the
assessment on print- to be used by H. Pickensher as an
if
the
And to get to the front you have not only to draw 70, but
Anyway,
things. It begins to look as if we were
world'a rewards will continue to
has been raised fifty per opera house.
70 as is necessary to excel all others in the class.
really facing a better condition, and ing plants
of
Jim May, the mail carrier of Route
cent, we are going to apologize to
Recentlv, in one of our cities, 500O persons paid an average are $2 apiece
go to thoae who hustle for them.
that
was
to
of
recognition
really
going
plenty
sweet
to hear a woman sing and a man play on the violin. There
Look at the advertising these
be given to those who are the work- the state board of equalization for One, was exhibiting a
less money; a good many who
even referring to the matter. Albu-- potato recently. He says that he has
singers and fiddlers whom you can hear for
ers
who
and
have
been
but
in the live newspapers like
woman
little
given
this
But
daya
off
for
to
nothing.
show
Herald.
as
much
number
of
a
to
almost
coaxed
be
querque
quite
don't have
large.
the chance.
than
controlled
THE:
SANTA FE NEW MEXIand
better
clearer
a
w!
B.
little
the
head
was
of
which
Reld, formerly
had a voice
just
Often Misconstrued.
Just For Prestige.
man played
W. B. Reid Land company who left
CAN.
voice of any other woman now on the concert stage; and this
who
is
One
he
criminal
The
cannot
a
little
greatest
help feeling
symof hishere last spring to seek out another
the violin with a mastery which ranked him among the great players
,
It does look as though plenty
than could get into pathy with the position taken by Con- will steal, a good thought and replace location, is again in Portales. He says
tory Hence it was that more folks wanted to hear them a
will
with
who
it
bad
a
of
who
suggest
one;
did
gressman
Indiana,
in
Gray
the
which
our good citizens believe
of
to
were
pay
price
willing
Fire, Life, Accident1
the place where they appeared: and
not want to give live dollars toward thoughts 'base and low for your best that he has investigated every irrigawere at hand and
times
in
the
tion
and
southwest
good
proposition
Plate Olass, Etc. Etc1
aggregate made a small fortune.
acts
are
best
the
Our
fund to buy Jessie Wilson a wed- endeavors.
very
and girls
Of course, this is very commonplace. Yet how many boys
business waa here for the askothers. Mori-art- that Portales valley has the spots
misconstrued
often
The
house
members
ding
present.
by
are
opportunities
neglecting
knocked off of everything he has seen,
among your acquaintances do you know who
Messenger.
ing.
of life. How were to be taxed five plunks each to
REAL
'
and that if he decided to again engage
to qualify for better than the mere passing point in the tests
Not Much Brains.
toward
the
go
and
the
resolution
gift
mve
to
themselves
a better Into
fit
you
in
gives
Nothing
will
land
business
this
the
n.anv who, after having turned away from chances
valley
on its passage saying the house
No matter how earnestly you may
hard work which won the was
dex to the apirit of the times
vipward, have shown envy of those who did the
extended to the bride elect heartiest labor for the advancement of your be the scene of his operations.
City Property, Farms
G. M. Williajnson left recently for
rewards?
than the advertising.
will differ with
bigger
It
was
the
congratulations.
community,
somebody
resolution
The
was
shown.
favoritism
n
Kansas
Ranches, Orchards
a
fat
with
one.
a.
of
City
shipment
offered by Mr. Gray, himself. It was you and object to and criticise your
ti,o i,irii cimni tet was fair.
.
T
.no nnt a OVlfin
It's the bouyant voice of live
beef cattle.
Land Grants, Etc
questions were within the scope of the previous iessous.t was probably fairer sent to the scrap heap without cere- work and methods. It is, however,
men. They have done someAt a recent meeting of the board of
test. Every pupil had plenty of time. In these respects
mony and the members will donate a source of consolation in such cases
the boy failed, his the five each.
town
electtrustees
was
H.
W.
They believe It la good.
to
thing.
no
remember
that
it
speBraley
than re some of the tests of everyday life. So when
requires
hat do ou As a rule the
into the cause.
are not ashamed to tell
of wedding cial talent nor brain power to object ed town clerk to fill the place made
They
father, who knew the lad wasn't stupid, looked
giving
inattention.
vacant by the resignation of Dan V.
presents is a nuisance and means or criticise. Lakewood Progress.
suppose it was? The familiar one of idleness, laziness,
about it.
He hadn't done at nothing at all as far as a desire to
Vinson.
Getting Ita Due.
The bov had been soldiering having a "good time."
Their messages are to you.
that
fellow
the
And
of
course,
It
now
looks
New
that
Of
very much
whioh school is kept.
give is concerned. Now and then
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the New
There la profit to you In readthere comes a wedding where the York was to get Its due. It is really Mexico mounted police, was a Porhe cheated by this process was himself.
t
d.dn
a
Melba
donors really take pleasure in the
pity that they hadn't fallen out be- tales visitor in connection with the
W.. Room
ing them.
You can take it from us as a fact which can't be upset that
Telephone
of he giving, but must be admitted that this fore, and it is sincerely to be hoped arson case from Elida.
come to be known as the queen of song or Kubalik as the
find
You
will
the
you
things
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
shirk tag the i3 not the rule and those who do
that stenographic reports of all Lon Blankenship, of Wlnslow, Ariz.,
violin, reputations they can coin into fortunes as they wish, by abili , of do it under a mental reservation give,
want advertised In the Santa
of speeches being made in the present is here on a visit to his parents, Mr.
tedium of study or the drudgery of practice. They had native
NEW MEXICO1
and intelligent speech which does not appear in the campaign will go to the grand jury
SANTA FE
Fe New Mexican.
and Mrs. B. Blankenship.
course; but the real secret of their success is hard, persistent
and that the said grand jury won't
card attached to the present.
Edward M. Karnegay and Miss Network.
The members of the house at Wash- be selected by Tammany. Roswell tie Knight, of Delphos, were united In
That recipe will help any person.
D
ington do not know Jessie Wilson and News.
marriage. Rev. Covington, of Elida,
never will. It is as Congressman
,
Unequal To It.
Mexican
people
officiating.
the
lnnoculate
to
is
of
the
intention
president
If the
PRIVATE
We do not feel equal to the task of
all. Gray said, it is only a desire to attract
The Portales Valley News Is the
with a set of morals, he wili have to send the army down there, after
LEESE & LOFTUS, PROPS.
of
not
state
what
It
attention.
is
out
board
of
the
friend
title of the "newest" Portales publidetermining
any
SERVICE
the
AMBULANCE
of
means
gun.
in
is
to
morals
the
by
get
The only way
ship or personal regard as the lady equalization had in mind in its recent cation. The first edition consists of
n
on is known only by name. The con wholesale hoisting of assessments, but a neat eight-pagA new and
Good Teams,
newspaper, J. E.
Edmonton, Alberta, has prohibited the operation of moving pictures
gressman waved a five dollar bill be- whatever it was, they will have a Henderson is the editor.
instituted
Ambulance for the
before
would
been
they
have
bad
as
it
so
all
Sunday evening. It is not
fore the house saying he would give chance to revise it before the taxes
The music department of the WomTransfer of Invalids
the movies in some of the churches of0 the country.
it freely to some poor little girl, who are paid, if we are competent to an's club gave a public program at the
Realive
live
or
at
Night
Day
an outraged public mind. It is Cosy theatre to a
audience.
sonable Prices.
money elected Underwood to the at Christmas time would be peering gauge
If the contention of Hobson that Ryan's
much to be doubted if the state board Light refreshments were served.
Closest Route to Cliff Dwellings.
the
of
windows
a
in
obtoy
through
shop
the
unprejudiced
must be admitted by
house of representatives be true, it
the city. It is a cinch that it would has the legal right to raise a return
well
spent.
was
it
pretty
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
server that
do more good, as the daughter of the honestly made, and it is certain that
ft
T
Phone 130 Main.
a
can
under
more
will
the
have
not,
than
they
constitution,
to
gifts
this country president
as to what he come over
Diaz seems to be In a quandry
Phone Livery, : : : Espaaola. N.
she knows what to do with and the assess the same property twice under
for, anyway.
DON'T CACKLE.
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e

'

The Montezuma Hotel
THE TRAVELING MAN'S
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e

Prorpietor.

ANNOUNCEMENT
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INSURANCE
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limit on their part without any retribution overtaking them. In one inGOOD ROADS
stance swift and almost disastrous
a
most
Nature
health
valuable
knnnm
tunn
civ
T"V?
.,..;., :t ha
thit
penalty over took wrongdoing.
ASSOCIATION
, ti oiim f diaeas are found in our American forests.
il i
hose, horse covers, whips, biflvnr fnrtv voflra ntm Ttr. R. V. Pierce, chief consulting physician to the Invalids'
cycles have been stolen. Last SunHotel and Surgical Institute at Buffalo, N.Y., used the powdered extracts as well aa
FURNISHED ROOMS FOIt RENT,
MEETING
the liquid extracts of native medicinal plants, such as Bloodroot and Queen's root.
day afternoon a boy's bicycle was
21(1 Grunt Ave.
Golden Seal and Stone root. Cherry bark and Mandrake, for the. cure of blood
meeta
Junior
Endeavor
from
taken
diseases. This prescription as put up in liquid form was called
ing. Later it was secured, but not unIn.
FOR RENT Furnished
MO.,
DR. PIERCE'S
til much sorrow was caused the ownquire at New Mexican.
.
1913
Nov.
er, and much worry to the parents.
One of two things prevails, either the
furnished or
FOR KENT Rooms
JiJ,
parents of these miscreants do not
.Mrs.
unfurnished.
Speake, Hillside
S
and has enjoyed a large sale for all these years in every drug store in the j
to
know where their children are,
care
Loma.
rb land. You con now obtain the powdered extract in bu car coated tablet form of
ROUND TRIP RATE FROM SANTA FE
and what they are doing, or else (hey
your medicine dealer, or send 50c in
postage stamps for trial box to
are so incompetent as parents they
Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N.Y., and tablets will be mailed, postage prepaid,
DATES OF SALE.
FOR KENT Three or six room
can not discipline their unruly offThe "Golden Medical Discovery" makes rich, red blood, invigorates the
November
8th to 10th.
house, furnished or unfurnished. ApSkin
stomach, liver and Iwwels and through them the whole system.
It is from just such lax upspring!
RETURN LIMIT,
ply D. S. Lowttzki, 2211 San Francisco.
affections, blotches, boils, pimples and eruptions result of bad blood
bringing our criminals are gathered.
are eradicated by this alterative extract as thousands have testified.
Thirty Days from Date of Sale
Alainogordo
TAKE THE "SANTA FE ROAD."
Send 3 lone-ceand SalesWANTED
Salesmen
stamp to pay cost of mailing only on a free copy of Dr.
Final Death Prom Accident.
Pieice's Common Sense Medical Adviser, 1008 pages, clotbbuuud
this territory
H. S LUTZ,
ADDRESS PR. R. V. PIERCE, BUFFALO, N. Y.
It was with extreme regret that the
AGENT, ladies to represent us inchoice
line of
SANTA FE. X. M
Splendid opportunity
sad news' of the death of R. R. Lee on
Western Brokerage Co.,
specialties.
was
afternoon
learned)
Saturday
824 Mills lihlg., El Paso, Texas.
'throughout the city. With Messrs.!
Bartlett and Robinson of Santa Rita
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
jhe was injured in an automobile acci-- :
in the Burro
dent, which occurred
MASONIC.
mountains on Sunday, October. 5., When
Department of the Interior,
Montezuma Lodge
I'niled States Land Olllce.
coming into Midway from Headman
No. J, A F. & A. M
Sew Mexico law lie doubtless will canyon the large machine failed to
Strawberries Still There.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 30 ,1913.
Gives quick,
Regular communl j Notice is
take a sharp turn and went over into
Itoscoe Pierce while out at the John meet his deserts. lialou Range.
hereby given that the fol-- I
cation
Monday
flrit
j
the draw. All three occupants of the
Westover truck garden patch yester-claimant has filed
No
No
smoke.
of
month
at
each
portable.
you
on
Choked
Pinons.
town
as
car were injured, but Mr. Lee waB the
of his intention to make final
day found and brought into
at
Masonic
Hall
The death of Blfego Artiaga. the worst of the three.
sim- eidence well matured stTawlierries.
smell. Safe, clean,
proof in support of his claim under
7:30.
son of Antonio Artiuga,
The berries tasted just a bit of the
Since the occurrence he had been
seel ions 1 and 1" of the act of .March
M.
E.
R.
W.
PAUL,
nine
on
'of Los Lunas, at that place on l'ues- - confined in a local hospital, but his infrost. Roswell News.
plicity itself.
j.'i, 1801 Cili Stats., 854), as amended
single
E.
LINNEY.
Secretary.
jCHAS.
'day, is one of the saddest we have ever juries proved beyond the reach of
by the aet of February 21, 18H3 (2?
font
gallon of oil.
had to record. The little fellow was medical science and he passed away
A Boundless Appetite.
Stats. 470) and that said proof will
C. L. Crossley has had a cow ailing on his way to school, just after having Saturday afternoon.
Santo Fe Chapter No jbe made before Juan ('. Sandoval, U.
eaten
about
his
the
when
for
at
dinner
overloaded
A.
an
R.
M.
home,
from
1,
paunch
Regular IS. Coinr., at Cuba, N. M., on Dec. 9,
Richard R. Lee was one of the
(Incorporated In Colorado)
seconfi 11913. viz: John W. Akers of Santa
a month. On Monday morning lie and school bell began ringing. With his pioneer citizens of this section, having
convocation
cow
was
and
cut
and
Denver
Pueblo
the
Lee Thompson
open
eating pinons,
playmates, he
Monday of each month Fe, N. M., for the lot 1, Sec. 8, lot 1
Albuquerque
resided here for 22 years. At the time
Boise
Butte
Salt Lake City
took out nearly a barrel of stuff ten hearing the bell, they started running of his death he was
Cheyenne
at Masonic Hall al and 2 and SV4 NW4 Sec. !), T. 21 N ,
aged 5:! years. He
7:30 p. m.
penny nails, baling wire, mud, gravel, so as not to be late. In his haste he was a native of Camborne Parish,
jll 1 W., N. M. P. M.
swallowed one or more pinons, and Cornwall, England, and caine to Am
J. A. MASSIE.
etc. Moriarty Messenger.
He names the following witnesses
H. K to prove his actual continuous advers)
ARTHUR SELIOMAN,
drawing a deep breath, one or more erica 25 years ago, settling in Michiof the nuts lodged in iiis throat. He gan and
Narrow Escape.
Secretary.
possession of said tract tor twenty
engaging in mining. Twenty- Henry Segura, while coming down was carried to his uncle's home near- - two years ago he came to New Mex coat and white vest bore out the sim- ter came in and sat in the front row
years next preceding the survey of the
the. hill on the Taos road near Ketl by, and a physician summoned. Bytheiif,0 n(j settied In Pinos Altos, where iiarity. Perry does not
have any of spectators' seats, the child contentSanta Fe Cominandery township, viz.:
River, with a thousand feet of lumber, ,time the latter arrived the little fellow lin ajdition to mining he was interested marks of vicious disposition.
edly munching a large pear. In a rear
Reyes Lucero, Henrique Valdez, J.
No. 1, K. T. Regulat
nad tne nraue 10 nis wagon io giveinaa aimosi ceasea nis struggling ana in tl)e mercantile business. In Febru- The tickling of which Perry told oo scat, dressed in black, and accompanconclave fourth Mon-- ,1. Salazar. K. A. Micra. all of Cuba,
xne ary, 1896. while in Mogollon a num- boy,
way. Horses were una Die to nolo tne was aoout to urea tne nis last.
jcurred on a visit to the madhouse ied by her molher and
day in each month at
load, but by keeping them in the road, 'physician, not knowing the nature of ber of dynamite caps which he was; probably an hour before the shooting, sat Mrs. MoCregor a widow by the
Any person who desires to protest
Hall at 7:30
the
without
come
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been
have
a!
case,
he prevented what might,
.., WPIlt
against !he allowance of said proof,
holding in his hand were exploded by
p. m.
)n a rg wi(h two or tragedy.
lnere
Jments of any kind. He borrowed a a spark from an anvil, and the result- accident. Taos Recorder.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. V for who knows of any substantial
three others,'" he said, "and we bought
jpecket knife from a bystander and at- - ing injuries were so severe that for a lB,,veral drinks. Tilere
under the laws and regulations of
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
was a big crowd THREE AUTOMOBILES
to
to
revive time his life hung In the balance. He in the room and
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open the trachea
the interior department
why such
j bought arinkg for
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fection No. 1, 14th de- given an opportunity at the
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time and place to
ium, Fred Tafoya was seriously injur- - nve swallowed several ot tne nuts, left. Fragments of the caps remained iknPW was Bensative I could not stand
No. P.. Waller Rhodes,
Ancient and Acgree.
Philadelphia,
the witnesses of said claimant
ed by an axe, which flew from the and that one lodged In one of the in his body until his death, although it alld there wag a row After a ,
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Rite
who lives at. 211 S South Seventieth
Scottish
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ed. Stiver City Independent.
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
'and then back to the second, and I be- machines.
wagon with his brother wlien the
It will not pay you to waste your
E- C. ABBOTT,
head of the axe used by the latter flew
32",
!gan wondering whether I had offended
The phrase, "a ride from Lansdowne
off. Tafoya was considered in a danPetty Pilfering at Alamogordo.
Venerable Master time wrting out your legal forms
Al. So I went back to the Seven-Milto Philadelphia,'' it might be explain-- i
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HOLD SESSION AT
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"The Children's Children"
are now using Foley's Honey

and Tar Compound and
the same safe
effective and curative med-

it is

to-da- y

icine that their parents
found it. For all coughs,

colds, croup, whooping
cough, bronchitis, hoarseness and tickling in throat,
use it. It gives satisfactory results.
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The Capital Pharmacy,

NO

Colds
OPIATES

Santa Fe,

IN,

M.

Deming, N. M Nov. 3. With President Mis. E. Pack, of Tucumcari, in
the chair, and Mrs. Susie Severs, of
Deming, serving in the capacity of
the Woman's Misionary union
o:' the Baptist convention of New Mexico, assembled at 9:P0 on Wednesday
morning. The address of welcome
was delivered by Mrs. Sarah Potts, of
The response was made by
Deming.
Mrs. Sloan, of Las Cruces; and tne
annual address to the convention was
the president. Subject:
made by
"Foundation Laying."
In the afternoon the report of field
secretary. Miss Alma Harris, was
read. Then Mrs. E. B. Atwood, of Al-- j
buquerque, gave her report as corresponding secretary of the woman's
churches were
work. Twenty-severeported in which live missionary unions had played an important part In
the church, association and state
work, and showed voluntary gifts sent
in for the work of state missions and
other kingdom enterprises amounting
to $4143.93.

At 9:30 Thursday morning, the Mis
sionary union met and read reports
which were discussed.
The ladies met Thursday night In
the Baptist church for the rendition
of their jubilate program, the conven- tlon proper setting aside their work,
and assigning one hour and a half
for the above Interesting feature.

All

visiting

Knights are most
cordially Invited.
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
REINGARDT. K. of R. and S.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
come.
BENITO ALARID, President
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodgt
meets
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
In Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting brothers always welcome.
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Laud Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
Oct. 30, 1013.
Notice is hereby given that Cipriano
Chaves, of Santa Fe. N. M., who, on
Sept. 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
No. 01315 for SE4 NW4
NE4 SW4
NW4 SE4 SW4 NE4, Bection 3, town- shin 17 N.. ranee ft F V M P Mori.

dlan, has filed notice of intention to
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be- fore the register and receiver, U. S.
land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the

Dec. 9, 1913.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Placido Chavez, Emillo Delgado,
Subscribe for the Santa Ti We Melquiades Martinez, Juan Mon toy a
Mexican, the paper that boosts all y Lopez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
-"
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
the time and works for the
u of our Bw state.
Register.

A. T

& S. F. R'Y

TIME TABLE
To Effective

January

1st, 1911.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 P
m.

No. 3 carries passengers to Albu
querque, locally, and to Paclflo

Coast points.

Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con
nect with No. 1 westbound, and

No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and ecoa Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbeund carrying El Paso sleeper, alee No.
4 eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:35

p.

m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 11:31
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.
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i

the heirs of the south half of the Juan (attorney general of the state of
grant in Rio Arriba county, noma. CloviB Journal.
land when later his father became ill,
o his being made substitute trustee,!
Telephone Line To Cuba,
iand also when his father died, being! Local forest service officials report
ON
executor of his father's will. the recent extension and completion
jinade
'
After his father's death, the grant was of the service telephone line to Cuba,
Isold and when Mr. Renehan presented N. M. Communication can now be had
'assignments from some S5 of the heirs. from there to various points on the
Howard examined the assignments as Jemez national forest, Espanola and
ito form and as to the geneology, to Santa Fe. Connection is made at
WHS the right person, and Smita Fe with the local exchange of
FiPF? UK- - 'be Bul'e
SANTA FE ATTORNEY
JU uirnc
null
inv ii umi una oiaitrs icmgittjju
nr.o.jr,,,
paiu ivj l n.tJlltrimu
BARMENT PROCEEDINGS IN THE merits, something over $17,000. Later, Telephone
company. Nearly sixty
as-- !
Is
on
the
line
waB
miles
of
mountainthe
Howard said, he
grant
through
THE
SUPREME
CASE
COURT.
sisting in some surveying, when one ous, timbered, country. Here the use
of the heirs asked him how much an ol poles Is dispensed with, the line
PROMISES
TO
BE LONG AND
interest in the es- being suspended to trunks and limbs
heir holding
tate would get. Before he could get of trees by wire. The line wire passes
VERY INVOLVED.
further with this statement, attorneys through hollow porceal insulators. By
for Mr. Renehan objected and the ob- this method, the strain on the line
was sustained. The attorney ircident to swaying of trees is
jection
DEALS
TESTIMONY
general stated that because of charges V;ated; otherwise, this swaying is a
that had been made, he wished this fruitful source of breakage of the
with
evidence might be admitted on the wre Tne line iB maintained by the
ground that this was the starting point fore8t rangers in course of their reg-jo- f
Howard's activity In the subsequent ulai. work
Trial of A. B. Renehan for disbar-- j
proceedings, but the court refused toi
nient from practice In the courts of admit the testimony.
the slate for unprofessional conduct
This concluded Howard's direct tes- lUlTJlTJld?IUniCr0
was commenced before the supreme timony and lie was under cross exam
EtUOlN EDDV
court this morning, and judging from ination when the recess was taken.
the progress made today, several days
CO. ASSESSOR
will be consumed in the case. Judge
No Court at Taos.
Herbert F. Raynolds of Albuquerque,
The situation in Eddy county with
A nole from Judge T. D. I.eib, of the
me secunu juuicmi uibu iui,
juuge
.
.r Winn l
... ti,.
- in
sits in pi ..,. nt TintlM Uann In (ilia tlgnill .ItlUIUia.l Ulauiui,
scribed In the fol'owing from the
me
Mew Mexican 10 announce
uiai
of
Justice
because
the
that
fact
case,
of the Taos district Lakewood Progress:
Hanna before his election was a mem- regular term
The board of county commissioners
was to have begun on the
which
court,
ber of the firm of Hanna and Wilson,
will not be held. has filed a suit against Roy Walker,
this
10th
of
month,
who are Indirectly connected with the
The sheriff of that county, Sinecio assessor, to enjoin him from making
Juan Lobato case, on which is based
died
a few days before the raises in the valuation of agrithe information in one of the two Sisneros, set just
for the jury drawing, and cultural lands, improvements, merthe time
specifications on which Mr. Renehan his successor could not qualify in chandise and other classes of property
jis being tried.
time to participate in the same, as re as ordered by the state board of equalMr. Renehan is represented by .1. H,
by law. For this reason, there isation. This suit raises the question
quired
of
this
Crist and K. R. Wright
city, will be no term of the court In that of the right and power of the state
'and E. A. Mann of Albuquerque. Atcounty until the regular spring term. board to increase the valuation of
torney General P, W. Clancy must
property within the county after such
,
jprosecute the charges under the
has been ascertained and
valuation
10.
November
Suit
Boundary
V.
and he is being assisted by G.
fixed by the county commissioners,
in
the
boundary
Taking testimony
Howard and F. C. Wilson, but not. as
contention between New Mexico and who are expressly directed and authorjattorneys of record.
some
very valuable ized to fix such values. Moreover it
For the court, Harry P, Owen of Texas, involvingthis
will begin in will also raise the question of whether
lands north of
city,
is
a
stenographic El Paso November 10.
taking
Albuquerque
Gen- the values as ascertained and fixed by
Attorney
John
defense
the
irecord, while for
Austin the county board are in fact the true
here
from
eral
coming
Looney
are
keeping to
Kenny and Miss Canny
assist local counsel in the ease. values of the several classes of propthe record of the proceedings, and
Is contended
The
property involved is valuable land erty, and if they are, it
Miss Bristow for the relator.
and the controversy as to whether it that the state board cannot legally in
There were a. number of spectators ,g )n Texag or
Mexico w, prob crease such value.
this morning, including Reed Hollo- ably not be determined this side of the
It will be remembered that the conn- man of Tucumcari, State Senator L. C.
supreme court of the United States. ty board had hearings m several
Ilfeld of Las Vegas, Senator Catron,
paits of the county, and consulted with
El Paso Times.
State Treasurer O. X. Marron and
committees and taxpayers all over the
others.
county before determining upon the
Sheriff After W
'
are
The disbarment
L.
proceedings
They then insisted that
Moye left vaulations.
County Sheriff
baBed on two informations, one re- Thursday" for Oklahoma 'City, where all property be assessed at
lating to what is known as the Juan he goes to be present at the hearing its true value, .as required by law,
Lcvato grant case and the second On b'fore Governor Cruce of Oklahoma and as directed by the state board,
A on the extradition request from Gov and gave their assurance that if such
what is :jealled the Gosaet- - case.
third:8pecification was eliminated a ernor McDonald of New Mexico, Sat rendition was made, the county would
short'; time ago, when the supreme urday, when L. C. West, who was be protected before the state board.
The increase as ordered comes as a
court"' sustained a demurrer tiled by president of the defunct American
Mr. Benehan to this charge.
Bank & Trust Co., of this city, and complete surprise to the assessor and
Evidence was introduced this morn- who was Indicted by the recent Curry commissioners, and these officers being concerning the first charge; that county grand jury, with the other lieve that the state board has acted
for receiving money without being sufficiently and reliably
bank officials,
is, the Juan Lovato grant case.
George Volney Howard was the first on deposit wfcen he knew the bank to informed as to values in Eddy county.
witness, and he was still on the stand be in a failing condition, will resist To raise valuations would necessarily
;der cross examination when a recess 'extradition to this state. Considerable increase taxes somewhat, which would

RENEHAN CASE GOES

Grocery, Bakery

Auto Delivery Every Hour

j attention
was taken at noon until two o'clock,
attaches to the case as Mr. be an Injustice to all taxpayers who
Mr. Howard told or his father's con-- ; West is a prominent Oklahoma bank-nectio- n rendered their property
honestly at
valuation.
with the case as trustee for er, and his brother Charles WW, is one-thir- d
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t'nder these circumsitances the commissioners felt it was their duty to n
the raises throughout the county,
rather than put that burden upon the
Individuals, and if the injunction is
granted the entire matter can be corrected by one order, and the assessment will remain as made by the assessor. Otherwise each taxpayer will
have to apply to the court for a correction of his assessment.
AMERICAN

AUTHOR
DIES IN

Are you the chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle Into
his hand? Do you like the fragrance of November woods with whiffs of
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up In the clouds
snap you up tense and rigid like an electrict shock? In other words, are
If so, come down to Beacham &
you a thoroughbred sportsman?
and get your hunting outfit. Their guns carry merit with every
discharge, their Winchester Leader shells are sure fire every time and
their advice will save you needless expense and worry.
"Hurry! The call of the timber and swamp is calling."
Headquarters for Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition.

FANCY WORK GOODS
Beautiful line of Stamped
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth.
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss in Royal Society, the D. M. C. and the Grecian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

MISS A. MUGLER
MILLINER

DENMARK

Copenhagen, Denmark, Nov. 3.
Prince Collier, the American author, MONTANA MAN IS
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
died suddenly today while on a visit
Washington, D. C. Nov. 3.
to Count Weddel. Mr. Collier was 53
Wilson today nominated William
years old, and lived at Tuxedo Park.
'Wallace, Jr., of Helena, Montana, to
..
N. Y.
'be assistant attorney general.
ARBITRATION TREATY WITH
SWITZERLAND
EXTENDED
CHICHESTER II RANK.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 3. Secrer
1.(1 leu Anlt your nruait for a
in
and
Earnest.
Baumann,
tary Bryan
TtraudjfV
"Ja MM in
?! and ttold mmiliAV
of
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Swiss
legation, today
charge
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Always Stop

at the Ancient City's Pride,

4

i

The Reliable Hardware Store.

t

ALWAYS
LARGE
AND

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City

stat-jute-

Mig-nard-

AND

MODERN

'

Who are you?

3, 1913.

NOVEMBER

-r

Ample fncltittes for large

and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath, $2.25 Up.

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

j

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL
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one-thir- d
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The Clarendon Garden,

PHONE 12

S
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SANTA FE, N. M.

s

OVER COAT

UST THE KIND OF AN OVERCOAT YOU WANT

1

i

I
I

Long enough to keep you warm clear down to the
ground, but not so long that you can't walk comfort
ably. There's fullness in the skirts that will give you freedom of motion, a good belt to keep the coat snug around

the body when very cold weather comes,
a good,! big adjustable collar that you
can wear with comfort any one of three
ways.

HART SCHAFFNER

& MARX

make this garment in a way that gives
the wearer plenty of style, all sorts of
comfort and the sort of service you like
to get. It's a garment that will be a
cold weather stand-b- y
for many seasons. You'll find here a big variety of
fine overcoats in all sorts of good fabrics and in many choice models. Best
stock of overcoats you ever had a choice
of. Many
girls and women
W
Schafrncr
Hart
Mrx
Copyright 1907 by
are using Hart Schaffner & Marx Over
coats this Fall. We'll be glad to show some very stylish garments made
for men, but good for women, too.
out-of-do-
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Potatoes and Salt.

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
All

(LFaLFA SEED.

kinds of flowers, garden

& field

seeds in bulk and package

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

45

LEO HERSCH

Phone B,ack

SUITS, COAT
The Prettiest and Most Stylish

Suits and Coats

I

Have Seen !

That's the opinion of almost every lady
who has seen our wonderful display of
new Outer Wear Garments for Fall and
Winter. It certainly is a rare treat, and
you should not miss another day without
seeing it. All the newest effects in fabrics, and the most modish of the season's
are here for your pleasure to see and
try on.

$15.00, $20.00, $25.00 to

$40.00

Come and See Us
You Can Save Money.
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SCHAFFNER & MARX

THE HUB."

or

Flour Hay, Grain,

THE BI6 STORE
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N. SALMON
SANTA FE.

45
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